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PROGRAMMING FOR ENERGY MONITORING/DISPLAY SYSTEM 
IN MULTICOLOR LIDAR SYSTEM RESEARCH 
By 
Ramon C. Alvarado, Jr. l , Robert J. Allen2 , 
and Gary E. Copeland3 
ABSTRACT 
This report describes the Z80 microprocessor-based computer program 
that directs and controls the operation of the six-channel energy monitor-
ing/display system that is a part of the NASA Multipurpose Airborne Differ-
ential Absorption ~idar (DIAL) System. The program is written in the Z80 
assembly language4 and is located on EPROM memories. All source and assem-
bled listings of the main program, five subroutines, and two service rou-
tines along with flow charts and memory maps are included. A combinational 
block diagram shows the interfacing (including port addresses) between the 
six power sensors, displays, front panel controls, the main general purpose 
minicomputer, and this dedicated microcomputer system. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Z80 microprocessor-based program presented here has been written to 
direct and control the operation of the six-channel energy monitoring/dis-
play system that is a part of the NASA MUltipurpose Airborne Differential 
Absorption ~idar System (or NASA DIAL System for short). This system incor-
porates remote laser monitoring to obtain measurements of atm9spheric pollu-
tants (S02' 03' particulates). At present, the NASA DIAL System includes 
two frequency tunable dye lasers that are pumped by· doubled Nd-YAG lasers 
which radiate at 0.53 ~m. The dye laser outputs are passed through optical 
lGraduate Research Assistant, Department of Physics, Old Dominion Univer-
sity, Norfolk, VA 23508 . 
2 Research Professor, Department of Physics, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, 
VA 23508. 
3 Associate Professor, Department of Physics, Old Dominion University, 
Norfolk, VA 23508. 
4Z80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc., with whom the publisher 1S not 
associated. 
crystals that double the frequency of the transmitted light to UV wave-
lengths. A small fraction of the output from each of the pump lasers (des-
ignated PI and P2), dye lasers (designated DI and D2), and UV doublers (des-
ignated Xl and X2) is converted into electrical signals by fast photodiodes, 
integrated to convert power into energy, stored temporarily in sample-and-
hold amplifiers, and digitized by six A-to-D converters (fig. Fl). The 
digital outputs from the A-to-D converters are processed by the ZSO-CPU and 
associated logic as illustrated by the combinational block diagrams included 
as Appendix F. Further information regarding the NASA DIAL system can be 
found in references 1 to 4. 
The computer program described here is written 1n ZSO assembly lan-
guage* and is executed by the ZSO microprocessor while the laser transmit-
ter/receiver system is operating. When executed, the program handles the 
energy data provided by the six A-to-D channels (fig. Fl): channel 0 - pump 
laser PI, channel 1 - dye laser Dl, channel 2 - UV doubling crystal Xl, 




As presently configured**, this program has four ma1n object ives: (1) 
to input the energies of the laser and doubling crystal transmissions, (2) 
to calculate the average energy for each of the six channels for a selected 
number of firings, (3) to transfer the energy averaged data to the PDP-ll/34 
minicomputer, and (4) to display the average transmitted energy of any three 
selected channels on the multichannel display. In creating a program to 
meet these objectives, the constraints imposed by the firing rate of the 
laser system, along with the conversion times of the A-to-D converters, must 
be considered. The maximum firing rate of the system is 10 Hz, and the time 
required by the A-to-D converters to convert the six-channel signals into 
*A summary of the Z80-CPU instruction set is included as Appendix E. A 
thorough description of the Z80 instruction set and assembly language pro-
gramming can be found in the literature (refs. 5-S). 
**Future configurations planned include (1) logging the PMT gain function 
generator unit IIstep gain switchll positions (fig. F5) and (2) diagnosing 
laser optical misalignments or failures. 
2 
their binary equivalents is 40 ms. There is a total of 100 ms following 
conversion in which to complete the objectives listed above. The following 
subsection briefly describes how the program presented in this report, 
accomplishes the above requirements. 
Basic Program Function 
Basically, the Z80 programming for the energy monitoring/display system 
functions as follows: On startup, the energy-averaging switches are read. 
This data 1S used to determine N, which is used to calculate 2N, which 
is the number of firings to be averaged. Next, for each firing of the laser 
system, the energies of the six channels are read and used to calculate the 
current or running average for each channel's energy per transmission based 
on the number of firings made so far during the current averaging run. When 
the desired number of transmissions to be averaged has been reached, the low 
byte of the average energy per transmission for channel 0 is sent to the 
PDP-ll, whereupon a flag 1S asserted. If the PDP-ll acknowledges the recep-
tion of this data within 12 ~s* after its transmission, the remainder of the 
energy average data is transferred. If the PDP-ll does not come back within 
tne allotted time, there are no transfers of energy average data and the 
selection switches of the three-channel selectable display are read. The 
digital displays are then programmed to display the average energy per 
transmission for the selected three channels. 
At this point 1n the program, for a normal operating sequence, the 
energy-averaging switches would again be read and a new averaging run would 
commence. The normal mode of operation, however, can be altered at any time 
by an NMf interrupt generated by the PD~ll. The details of such a proce-
dure and of the regular workings of the program will be described later. 
Memory Maps 
The energy monitoring/display system program uses 2K of programmable, 
read only memory (PROM) and 2K of random access memory (RAM) as indicated 
in figure F6. The PROMs are assigned addresses 0 to 2047 10 (OOH - 7FFH), 
and the RAMs addresses 204810 to 409510 (800H - FFFH). How the available 
memory is utilized is shown by the memory maps (tables 1 and 2) • 
. *This value may be altered after further evaluation. 
3 
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Table 1. Memory map for two 1024 x 8 EPROMS. 
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Table 2. Memory map for four 1024 x 4 RAMS. 
MEHORY HAP FOR FOUR 1024 X 4 RAMS 
*********************************** 





















































































































































Source Listings of Program Algorithms 
Creating Programs on the Cromemco System 
Three Microcomputer 
The main program, five subroutines (table 3), and two interrupt service 
routines (table 3) that comprise the programming for the energy monitoring/ 
display system were all developed on a Cromemco System Three microcomputer. 
The basic algorithms to accomplish the tasks given under "Program Develop-
ment--Objectives" were worked out in the form of a main program and various 
subroutines and service routines and were entered as files on the microcorrr 
puter. The subroutine ADDREG, which adds a triple precision number in memo-
ry to a ·triple precision number that has its first two bytes in registers C 
and D, respectively, IS used as an example here (table 4) and later on in 
the report (table 5) to show how the programming presented in this report 
was created. 
The lines shown at the top of the example are first printed after 
the computer has been "booted up," which is done by depressing the return 
key a few times. The sequence involved in creating this file entitled 
"ADDREG.Z80" is shown in table 4, where all underlined characters are those 
entered by the programmer. EDIT is called first, and the program is entered 
by the progra~ner. EDIT IS then exited, whereupon the file ADDREG.Z80 IS 
created by the computer. Finally, the "TYPE" command is used to print out 
the file to verify that it is correct. A thorough account of the operating 
system and the creation of programs on the Cromemco System Three can be 
found in references 9 and 10, respectively. 
Six-Channel Energy Monitoring/Display System 
Program Description and Usage 
Introduction. - The programming for the energy monitoring/display 
system will now be discussed in detail. The main program consists of vari-
ous segments that perform specific tasks. Each segment is set apart from 
the rest by a comment statement that serves as a heading (refer to the main 
program source listing, table Cl), and in the following discussion each 










Table 3. List of subroutines and service routines. 
SUBROUTINES 
Function 
Takes the two bytes from the A-to-D containing the 11 data 
bits of a given channel's energy for a firing and rearranges 
them into the correct two-byte binary m.nnber. 
Adds two triple precision numbers. 
Performs a 32-bit by l6-bit unsigned divide. 
Determines which channel is to be displayed on the display 
being considered, converts the energy average to BCD, then 
programs the thousand's and hundred's digits of the 
display. 
Programs the ten's and one's digits of the display under 
consideration with the energy data for the channel selected 
in subroutine SWSELI. 
SERVICE ROUTINES 
Handles the transfer of data from the Z80 to the PDP-ll with 
handshaking. 
Upon an NMI interrupt by the PU~ll, inputs data bits PAD-
PA3 from the PDP-II and checks if all of these bits are set. 
If they are, the PUP-ll has not changed the value of N but 
requires the current running average for each channel. 
Otherwise, bits PAO-PA3 represent N and bit 4 is set to 




Table 4. Example illustrating program creation. 
BOOS verSlon 02.17 
Crornernco Disk Operating S~stern 
Cop~rlght (c) 1978, 1979 Cromernco, Inc. 
A. 
A. Ell1 T AIIllREG. l80 
CROMEMCO Text Editor version Ou.l0 
New File 
*I 
ADDREG. L(I (~, C 
ADD A,(HL) 
L(I (HL) , A 
INI'; HL 
L(I A,B 
ABC A, (HL.) 
LII (HL) , A 
INC HL 
L.o A,O 
Alit-: A, (HL) 




End of' InplJt File 
A.rYp~ AIiDREb.l80 
AOOREG: LD A,C 
~~ n.(l A ~ OiL) 
tD (HL) ,A 
INC HL 
L.D A,D 
ADe A, (/-IL ) 
L.ft (HL) ,A 
INC HL 
LO A,O 
ADC A, (HL) 
L.D (HL) ,A 
RET 
A. 
Table 5. Example illustrating program conversion from source listing 
mnemonics into machine language (assembled). 
A.ASMB AUUkEG HEX=120 
CROMEMCO CDOS l80 ASSEMBLER version 02.15 
Errors o 
end of asseIT,bl ':I 
A.TYPE ADDREG.PRN 
CROMEMCO CDOS l80 ASSEMBLEk verSIon 02.15 
0120 79 0001 ADDREG: LD A,C 
0121 86 O()02 ADD A, (HL) 
0122 77 0003 LU (HL) ,A 
0123 23 0004 INC HL 
~)124 7A 0005 LIJ A,[I 
0125 8E 0006 ADC A, (HL) 
0126 77 0007 LD (HL),A 
0127 ".,-. •• _\o~ 0008 INC HL 
0128 3EOO 0009 LD A,O 
012A 8E 0010 ADC A, (HI...) 
012B 77 0011 L[I (HL) , A 





symbols (the blocks and diamonds) of the general flow diagram (fig. Bl) 
correspond to the various segments of the main program and are labeled with 
lower case letters so that the general flow diagram can be used along with 
the source listing and flow chart of the main program in the discussion of 
each of the segments of the main program which now follows. 
Initialize stack and set interrupt mode. - After the energy-averaging 
switches and the display-selection switches have been set, and after the 
laser system has been activated by the operator, the Z80 energy monitoring/ 
display program is executed. To start, the interrupt enable flip-flop is 
set so that maskable interrupts can be handled, since there is a service 
routine for maskable (INT) as well as nonmaskable (NMI) interrupts. Hask-
able and nonmaskable interrupts are the means by which the PDP-ll can direct 
the operation of the Z80 microprocessor. How this is accomplished will be 
discussed in more detail when each of the interrupt service routines is 
described. 
The Z80 microprocessor can handle three different types of TNT" inter-
rupt modes. Mode one is chosen since there is only one maskable interrupt-
ing source, the PDP-ll/34 minicomputer* (fig. F4). In this mode, a maskable 
interrupt causes the contents of the program counter to be saved ~n the 
stack. A restart is then made beginning at address 38H, where a jump irr 
struction to the beginning of service routine DATRNSFR is located (see table 
1). 
Because the program utilizes stack operations, a section of memory 
(840H - 950H) is designated as a memory stack in order to facilitate the 
handling of data and information. The stack is used to hold return 
addresses for subroutines and to hold the contents of registers that need to 
be freed temporarily for use within the ma~n program or subroutines. 
Read switches and arrange into new N. - The three data bits corre-
sponding to the settings of the energy-averaging switches are input into the 
accumulator from port OFH (see figs. F2 and F6). Data bits AVO, AV1, and 
AV2 correspond to the switch settings and are located in bits three (D3), 
*TIle PDP-ll ~s also configured for nonmaskable interrupts (NMI) , as shown ~n 
figure F4. 
10 
four (D4), and five (D5) of the accumulator, respectively. After being 
input, the data from this port appears in the accumulator as shown in figure 
1. 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 Dl DO 
X X IAV21AV1IAVoI X X X 
Figure 1. Accumulator contents after input of data from port OFH. 
(The XIS denote irrelevant data bits.) 
Bits two, six, and seven of the accumulator are reset, and the contents of 
the accumulator are then shifted twice to the right (fig. 2). 
D 7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D 1 DO 
o o o o \AV2IAVl IAVO \ 0 
Figure 2. Accumulator contents after shifting twice right. 
In this form, the accumulator's contents correspond to N, with 2N 
representing the number of transmissions to be averaged. Bit 4 (D4) is 
reset to indicate that the energy-averaging switches (rather than the PDP-
11) have provided N. The accumulator's contents are then stored at the 
address labeled NADDR (see Appendix A). Alternatively, l~ can be provided 1n 
software by a directive from the PDP-ll. In this case, data bits PAO to PA3 
.(figs. F4 and F6), after being input into the accumulator (bits DO - u3, 
respectively), correspond to N. Bit four of the accumulator is set to indi-
cate that, until further directed, N as provided by the PDP-ll is to be used 
and that on future runs the energy-averaging switches should not be read. 
The PDP-ll can change N by generating a nonmaskable (NMI) interrupt, which 
is actually the "NEW DATA READY" pulsed signal from the DRll-C interface 
module (figs. F4 and F6). This causes the interrupt service routine PDPSER 
to be entered. 
Within serV1ce routine PDPSER, data bits PAO to PA3 are input into the 
accumulator from the PDP-ll through port OEH, where they occupy the first 
four bit positions, DO to D3, respectively. All of the higher order bits 11 
are reset. IF the accumulator's contents are OFH, the PDIl-ll has not 
changed the value of N but requires the current running average for each 
channel. Otherwise, bits 0 to 3 of the accumulator represent Nand bit four 
is set to indicate that the PDIl-ll (as opposed to the energy-averaging 
switches) has provided N. The accumulator's contents are then stored In 
memory at the address labeled "NADDR." Table 6 shows the values of N that 
correspond to the allowable arrangements of AVO to AV2 and PAD to PA3. Note 
that the switches, through AVO to AV3, can specify N = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, la, 
12, and 14 only, while the PDP-ll can specify N = 0 to 14 through bits PAO 
to PA3. 
Calculate 2N for # firings to be averaged. - The desired number of tir-
ings to be averaged is determined from N by simply calculating 2N. To do 
this the number stored in memory at NADDR is compared to values of 0 through 
14 in turn until a true comparison is made. The value of N is then known to 
the program and 2N is specified by setting the bit of the two-byte number 
(labeled "NUMFIR"; see Appendix A) that is the same as N. For example, if N 
is nine, then bit nine of the two-byte number at NUMFIR is set with all the 
remaining bits reset. 
Clear memories holding channel energy sums. - The 18 memory locations 
In RAM that hold the 3-byte sums of the energies for the six channels need 
to be initialized to zero before each averaging run. These running sums are 
used to calculate the running average for each channel after each firing of 
the laser system. They are initialized by loading each of the 18 memory 
locations with a zero beginning with address P1ESUM and ending with address 
X2ESM3 (see table 2 and Appendix A). 
Initialize shot counter. - The shot counter (register pair Be) is 
initialized to zero before each averaging run and IS incremented after each 
firing of the laser system in order to keep track of the number of firings. 
In addition to keeping track of this number, the shot counter is used in the 
calculation of the running averages after each firing. 
Check if laser system has fired. - In order to determine when the 
laser system has fired, the A-to-D converter busy signals for channels zero 
and three (BO and B3) corresponding to pump lasers Pl and P2, respectively, 
are monitored. When one of the pump lasers has fired, laser Pl say, its 
12 
Table 6. Data bit configurations that correspond to allowed values of N. 
~ 
D3 D2 D1 DO 
AV2, PA3 AV1, PA2 AVO, PAl 0, PAO N 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 2 
0 0 1 1 3 
0 1 0 0 4 
0 1 0 1 5 
0 1 1 0 6 
0 1 1 1 7 
1 0 0 0 8 
1 0 0 1 9 
1 0 1 0 10 
1 0 1 1 11 
1 1 0 0 12 
1 1 0 1 13 
1 1 1 0 14 
-
13 
busy signal (BO) goes high for about 40 ms, which is the conversion time. 
At the end of this time the digitized value for the energy of the pulse just 
fired is on data lines DBO to DBll. 
To determine when a firing has occurred, the busy signal for laser Pl 
1S input from port 06H (see figs. Fl and F6). If this signal is high, a 
firing has occurred and this signal (EO) is subsequently monitored to.find 
out when it goes low again, at which·point valid data for the energy of the 
transmission is on data lines DBO to DBll. If the busy signal tor laser Pi 
is not high at the time it is examined, then the busy signal for laser P2 
(B3) is examined to see if it is high. If so, the laser system has fired 
and this signal (B3) 1S monitored to see when it goes low, at which point 
valid data is on the data lines. If neither busy signal (BO or B3), as 
given by the data from port 06H, is high when examined, then the program 
loops back and new busy signals (BO and B3) are input from port 06H and the 
procedure outlined above is resumed.* 
Once it has been determined that the laser system has fired, the next 
task is to input the energies of each of the six channels as provided by 
their respective A-terD converters. 
Sum channel energies to previous totals. - The energy transmitted 
during the firing for each of the six channels is summed to the previous 
total in memory. The low byte of the energy for channel zero is retrieved 
from the channel zero A-to-D converter via port OOH, and the high byte is 
input from pc)rt 08H (fig. Fl):· table·7 "lists tnee"nergydata input ·ports: .. 
Table 7. Energy data input ports. 
CHANNEL LOW BYTE HIGH BYTE 
0 port DOH port 08H 
1 port OlH port 09H 
2 port 02H port OAH 
3 port 03H port OBH 
4 port 04H port OCH 
5 port 05H port ODH 
*Extra hardware could have been used together with an interrupt for this 




The two bytes of a given channel's energy are not ln the optimum format 
after being input; they c·ome in as shown in figure 3. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 
LOW BYTE (register E) x x I DB51 DB4IDB3IDB2\DlH IDBO I 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
HIGH BYTE (register D) 
Figure 3. Format of raw energy data from A-to-D converters. (The XIS 
denote irrelevant data.) 
Subroutine REARRG takes the two bytes shown in figure 3 and rearranges 
them into the correct two-byte binary number that corresponds to the energy 
of the transmission for the given channel. The resulting two-byte binary 
number appears as shown in figure 4. 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 
LOW BYTE I DB71 DB61 DB51 DB41 DB31DB21DBl IDBO I 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
HIGH BYTE o o o o I DBlll DBIO IDB91DBsi 
Figure 4. Format of energy data after subroutine REARRG. 
In this form, the energy can be summed to the preVlOUS total for the chan-
nel, and this is done by subroutine ADDREG. 
Advance shot counter. - The shot counter (register palr Be) is lncre-
mented by one after each firing of the laser system to keep account of the 
number of firings during a given averaging run. As previously mentioned, 
the value of the shot counter is also used in the calculation of the running 
averages, which is the next task of the program. 
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Calculate runn1ng averages for each channel. - The running or current 
average for a given channel's energy per transmission is calculated by di-
viding the running sum for the channel by the contents of the shot counter 
(register pair BC). This is done for each of the six channels and the two-
byte result is stored in memory. For example, the two-byte result for chan-
nel zero (laser PI) is stored in RAM beginning at address PlRAVG (see table 
2 and Appendix A). Subroutine DIVIDE, which does the actual division of the 
two binary numbers when calculating a running average, can be found on page 
235 of The Z80 Microcomputer Handbook by William Barden, Jr. (ref. n. This 
subroutine divides the 32-bit number found in registers H, L, D, and E by 
the l6-bit number in register.pair Be. Since the running sum for any g1ven 
channel's energy is, at most, 24 bits long, the high byte 1n register H is 
always made equal to zero before this subroutine is called. 
Check if N firings reached. - The value of the shot counter (register 
pair BC) is compared to the value of N stored in memory. If there is a true 
comparison, the next segment (k) of the program is begun as the desired 
number of transmissions to be averaged has been achieved. Otherwise, the 
program loops back to segment f to wait for the laser system to fire once 
more. 
Send low byte of PI energy average to PDP-II. - The low byte of the 
energy average per transmission for channel zero (laser PI) is output to 
port DOH, which is one of the two eight-bit parallel output latches connect-
ed to the DRll-G interface module (figs. F4 and F6). In addressing this 
latch, the "REQUEST A" line of the DRll-C interface becomes asserted. This 
signals the PDP-II that energy average data is ready to be transferred to 
it. 
Wait 12 ~s for PDP-II response. - A l2-~s period is used to wait for 
the PDP-II response. If the PDP-II does not respond within this time peri-
od, the programming of the three-channel selectable display is begun. If 
the PDP-II does respond in time, the response is made in the form of a mask-
able interrupt (INT) generated by a strobe from the DRll-C, then the remain-
der of the energy average data is transferred to the PDP-ll. 
Transfer of energy average data to PDP-ll. - The high byte of the 
energy average for channel zero (laser Pl) is output to port DlH, which 1S 
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the other eight-bit parallel output latch (figs. F4 and F6). It is impor-
tant to note that if the PDP-II inputs the first byte of energy average 
data, that is, if it responds within l2-~s after the low byte for channel 
zero has been transferred, it 1sassumed that the PDP-II will respond to the 
rest of the 11 transfers of data bytes that correspond to the 2-byte aver-
ages for each of the 6 channels. 
In each transfer of a single byte of energy average data, except for 
the very first, the low byte of a given channel's average is output to port 
OOH, after which the program loops indefinitely until interrupted by a mask-
able interrupt (INT; strobe signal from DRll-C). The high byte is then 
output to port OlH, and the strobe signal that will interrupt the looping 
process is again awaited. In this way all 12 bytes of the energy averages 
are transferred to the PDP-II. It is important that after accepting the 
first data byte the PDP-II input the remainder of the data bytes when they 
are put on the data lines. The transfer sequence of the data bytes to the 
PDP-II is given in table 8. 
The maskable interrupts, which comprise the handshaking between the Z80 
and the PDP-II, cause the service routine DATRNSFR to be entered. The sole 
purpose of this service routine is to determine the address of the instruc-
tion 1n the main program that will cause the next byte of energy average 
data to be transferred and to return to that point in the main program. 
Program three-channel selectable display. - The three-channel select-
able display can display the energy averages of any three of the S1X chan-
nels. For each of the three displays, three data bits are input for use 1n 
determining which channel has been selected for display (figs. F3 and F6). 
For the left-hand display, the data bits are SO, Sl, and S2, which are input 
from port 07H. For the middle display, the data bits are S3, S4, and S5, 
which are also input from port 07H. The data bits for the right-hand dis-
play are S6, S7, and S8, and these are input from port OFR. How a channel 
to be displayed is determined from the set of three data bits is shown by 
table 9. 
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Table 8. Sequence of data transfer from Z80 to PDP-II. 
CONDITION FOR 
DATA BYTE PORT OUTPUT TO NEXT TRANSFER 
Low Byte of PI Avg. ~OH PDP-II inputs 
within 12 11 s 
High Byte of PI Avg. OlH (INT) via 
strobe 
Low Byte of 01 Avg. OOH (INT) via 
strobe 
High Byte of 01 Avg. OlH (INT) via 
strobe 
Low Byte of Xl Avg. ~OH (INT) via 
strobe 
High Byte of Xl Avg. OlH (INT) via 
strobe 
Low Byte of P2 Avg. OOH (INT) via 
strobe 
High Byte of P2 Avg. OlH (INT) via 
strobe 
Low Byte of 02 Avg. OOH (INT) via 
strobe 
High Byte of 02 Avg. OlH (INT) via 
strobe 
Lowe Byte of X2 Avg. OOH (INT) via 
strobe 
High Byte of X2 Avg. OlH (INT) via 
strobe 
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Table 9. Switch selections for three-channel display. 
so, Sl, S2 CHANNEL 
or S3, S4, S5 DATA BYTE SELECTED 
or ~, S7, S8 VALUE FOR DISPLAY 
0 0 0 OOH PI 
0 0 1 OlH Dl 
0 1 0 02H Xl 
0 1 1 03H P2 
1 0 0 04H D2 
1 0 1 05H X2 
After the data bits for a given display have been input, they are 
arranged into a data byte in which the three data bits comprise bits 0 to 2 
with the remainder of the bits of the data byte all reset. Subroutine 
SWSELI is then called. The first part of this subroutine compares the data 
byte, in turn, to the six data byte values (table 9). In this way, the 
channel that has been selected for display is determined. 
Subroutine SWSELI next converts the ener~ average for ~he channel 
selected into four binary-coded decimal (BCU) numbers corresponding to a 
one's, a ten's, a hundred's, and a thousand's digit. These BCD numbers are 
used to program the seven segment displays. This is done by arranging the 
highest four bits of register D so that they matcn the BCD number corre-
sponding to the thousand's digit. The lower four bits are made to match the 
BCD number corresponding to the hundred's digit. When SWSELI is exited, the 
seven segment displays corresponding to these digits are programmed by put-
ting the contents of register D on the data lines and outputting them to the 
appropriate port (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7). A similar operation is done by sub-
routine SWSEL2, which programs the seven segment displays corresponding to 
the ten's and one's digits. In this way the three-channel selectable dis-
play is programmed to display any three of the six ener~ averages. 
Determine where to resume main program. - Bit four of the byte for N at 
address NADUR is tested. If it is reset, then the energy-averaging switches 
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are to be read for N and the program resumes at that point (segment b). If 
bit four is set, the energy-averaging switches are not read, since N has 
been provided earlier by the PDP-II through an NMI interrupt, and the pro-
gram resumes at the point where 2N, the number of firings for the next 
averaging run, is calculated (segment c). 
Conversion of Assembly Language Program into 
Machine Language 
Once a file has been created for a program, it needs to be converted 
into machine code. This is done on the Cromemco microcomputer by its macro-
assembler. The listing in table 5 demonstrates the sequence a programmer 
would use to assemble the source program ADDREG.Z80. The HEX = 120 option 
specifies the run address for ADDREG.Z80 as it is to run out of ROM. In 
using this option, the address of the first byte of instruction will be 
120H, as is shown on the assembled listing (table 5). The instruction "TYPE 
ADDREG.PRN" causes the whole assembled listing to be printed out. Further 
information regarding the assembly of programs on the Cromemco System Three 
Microcomputer can be found in the Cromemco macroassembler manual (ref. 11). 
Program Verification 
An assembled HEX file can be tested on the Cromemco System Three micro-
computer by using DEBUG. When DEBUG is called, files can be read into 
memory at the addresses shown in their assembled listings. In the example 
following (table 10), both MAIN.Z80 and ADDREG.Z80 have been assembled as 
HEX files and can be read into memory using DEBUG. To set up the portions 
of the programs being tested here, addresses 800H to 802H are loaded with 
the values llH, llH, and OlH, respectively. Register pair DE is loaded with 
the value OFFFH. The program counter is set to the point in the main pro-
gram where the number 1n registers Band C is added to the energy sum for 
laser PI (address 4F4H). The addition is performed by subroutine ADDREG. 
The printout of table 10 shows how each instruction can be stepped 
through. After the return from ADDREG, which 1S called by the main program 
in the sequence being tested here, the result of the addition can be found 
at the addresses for the energy sum for laser PI (addresses 800H - 802H) and 
is what is printed out on the last line of the example, that is, lllllH plus 
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0800 0800' BB 11 
0801 0801' CD 11 




P;QI00 0100' ~ 
-!!.Ii 
-I 
A-OO BC=OOOO D£=OFFF HL-OOOO 5=0100 P=04F4 04F4' LD 
A'=OO B'-OOOO 0'=0000 H'=OOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
HL,0800 
(0800' ) 
A-OO BC-OOOO DE=OFFF HL=O~OO 5=0100 P~04F7 04F7' LD C,E 





A=OO BC=OOFF DE=OFFF HL=oaoo 5=0100 P=04F8 04F8' CALL 0120 
A'-OO B'=OOOO 0'-0000 H'-OOOO X-OOOO '-0000 1=00 (0120') 
A-OO BC=OOFF DE=OFFF HL-0800 5=00FE P=0120 0120' LD 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'=OOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
A,C 
A=FF BC-OOFF DE-OFFF HL=0800 5=00FE P=0121 0121' ADD A,(HL) 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'=OOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
-H C A=10 BC=OOFF [lE=OFFF HL'=0800 5:=00FE P=O 122 0122' LD (HL> ,A 
A'-OO B'cOOOO 0'=0000 H'-OOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
-f 
-H C,. A-10 BC=OOFF [lE=OFFF HL=0800 S"OOFE P=0123 0123' INC HL 
A'=OO B'=OOOO D'=OOOO H'=OOOO X-OOOO Y=OOOO 1-00 
-T 
-H C A=10 BC=OOFF DE=OFFF HL=0801 5'=00FE P=0124 0124' LD A,D 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'-0000 H'sOOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
-I 









A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'·OOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
A=21 BC-OOFF DE=OFFF HL=0801 S-OOFE P"0126 0126' LD (HL),A 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'-OOOO X=OOOO Y-OOOO 1=00 
A=21 BC=OOFF OE=OFFF HL=0801 S=OOFE P~0127 0127' INC HL 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'=OOOO X=OOOO Y-OOOO 1=00 
A=21 BC=OOFF DE=OFFF HL=0802 S=OOFE P=0128 0128' LD A,OO 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'=OOOO X=OOOO Y~OOOO 1=00 
A=OO BC=OOFF DE-OFFF HL=0t302 S'"OOI:E P=012A 012A' ADC AdHLI 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'=OOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
A=Ol Be=OOFF DE=OFFF HL=oa02 S=OOFE P=012B 012B' LD (HL),A 
A'=OO B'=OOOO 0'=0000 H'-OOOO X=OOOO y.OOOO 1=00 
A=01 BC=OOFF DE=OFFF HL=oa02 S=OOFE P=012C 01lC· RET 
A'=OO B'=OOOO D'=OOOO H'=OOOO X=OOOO Y=OOOO 1=00 
-[lM800,53 
0800 1021 01 - .!. 
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OFFFH equals l2ll0H. A more thorough explanation of DEBUG can be found in 
reference 11. 
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BINVAL RAM address of two-byte binary number that is converted into its 
binary-coded decimal equivalent in subroutine SWSELl 
DECMAL RAH address of binary-coded decimal number that corresponds to the 
one's digit; used in subroutine SWSELl 
DECHL4 RAM address of binary-coded decimal number that corresponds to thou-
sand's digit; used in subroutine SWSEL2 
D1ESMJ RAM address of high byte of Dl energy sum; used in main program 
D1ESUM RAM address of low byte of channel Dl energy sum; used in main pro-
gram 
D1RAVG RAM address of low byte of channel Dl running average; used in main 
program 
D2ESMJ RAM address of high byte of channel D2 energy sum; used in ma1n 
program 
D2ESUM Rfu~ address of low byte of D2 energy sum; used in main program 
D2RAVG RA}1 address of low byte of channel D2 running average; used in main 
program and subroutine SWSELl 
HUNDRD ROH address of low byte of binary equivalent of one hundred; used 1n 
subroutine SWSELl 
NADDR RAM address of N; 2N = the number of transmissions to be averaged; 
used in main program 
NUMFIR RAM address of low byte of number of transmissions to be averaged; 
used in main program 
ONES ROM address of low byte of binary equivalent of one; used 1n 
subroutineSWSELl 
P1ESMJ RAM address of high byte of channel Pl energy sum; used 1n ma1n 
program 
P1ESUM RA}1 address of low byte of channel Pi energy sum; used in main pro-
gram 
P1RAVG RA}1 address of low byte of channel Pl running average; used 1n ma1n 
program and subroutine SWSELl 
P2ESMJ RAM address of high byte of channel P2 energy sum; used 1n main 
program 
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P2ESUM RAM address of low byte of channel P2 energy sum; used 1n main pro-
gram 
P2RAVG RAM address of low byte of channel P2 running average; used in main 
program and subroutine SWSELI 
TENS ROM address of low byte of binary equivalent of ten; used 1n subrou-
tine SWSELI 
THOUSN ROM address of low byte of binary equivalent of one thousand; used 
in subroutine SWSELI 
XIESM3 RAM address of high byte of channel Xl energy sum; used in ma1n 
program 
XIESUM .RAM address of low byte of channel Xl energy sum; used 1n main pro-
gram 
XIRAVG RAM address of low byte of channel Xl running average; used in ma1n 
program and subroutine SWSELI 
X2ESM3 RAM address of high byte of channel X2 energy sum; used 1n main 
program 
X2ESUM RAM address of low byte of channel X2 energy sum; used 1n main pro-
gram 
X2RAVG RAM address of low byte of channel X2 running average; used in ma1n 
program and subroutine SWSELI 
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GENERAL FLOW DIAGRAM 
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NING ADDRESS OF ENERGY 
MON ITOR I NG PROGRAM 
AFTER RESET 
INITIAI.I7.~: STACK AND 




CAI.CULATE RUNNING AVER-, 
AGE FOR EACH CHANNEL' S 
ENERGY BASED ON CURRENT 
VALUE OF SHOT COUNTER 
INCREMENT 
SHOT COUNTER 
BY ONE COUNT 
(i) (h) 
NO 
READ SWITCHES AND 
ARRANGE INTO NEW N. 
STORE N IN MEMORY 
(b) 
CALCULATE 2N TO GET 
t--L-.... -II FIRINGS TO BE AVERAGED 
AND STORE IN 
MEMORY 




READ CHANNEL ENERGIES 
AND SUM TO 
PREVIOUS TOTALS 
INITIALIZE SHOT COUNTER 
~ I J I (REGISTER PAIn BC) 
TO ZERO 
(g) (e) 
r------------~---, I . 
I 
PDP-II NMI 
RETURN TO ADDRESS INTERRUPT 
--------------------------------1 PDPRTN IN 
MAIN PROGRAM 
SERVICE ROUTINE 
TRANSMIT FIRST BYTE OF 
ENERGY AVERAGE DATA TO 
PARALLEl. OUTPUT I.ATCH 
AND ASS~:RT REQUEST AlB 
flF DRII-C 
(k) 
TRANSMIT REST I 
OF ENERGY AVERAGE I 
DATA TO PDP-ll I 
(m) 
L.--_____ ........ __ - -1 I 
I I 
I I 
I I L+ 
READ DISPLAY SELECTION 






STORE NEW N IN MEMORY 
AND RETURN TO ADDRESS 
DISPLAY IN MAIN PROGRAM 
INPUT DATA FROM PORT 




SERVICE ROUT! NE 
NMI 
L ________________ J 
Figure BI. General flow diagram. 
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This Page Intentionally Left Blank 
START 
ENABLE INTERRUPTS, 
CHOOSE INTERRUPT MODE 





READ SWITCH SETTINGS 
INTO ACCUMULATOR 
ARRANGE SWITCH SETTINGS 
INTO NEW N 





CLEAR BIT FOUR OF BYTE 
FOR N IN ACCUMULATOR 
CLEAR HL 
(a) INITIALIZE STACK 
AND SET INTERRUPT 
MODE 
(b) READ SWITCHES AND 
ARRANGE INTO 
CORRECT N 
(c) CALCULATE 2N FOR II 
FIRINGS TO BE 
AVERAGED 
Figure Cl. Flow chart for main program. 
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(c) CONTINUED 
YES SET BIT ¢ OF L 
YES SET BIT 1 OF L 
YES SET BIT 2 OF L 
YES SET BIT 3 OF L 
YES SET BIT 4 OF L 
YES SET BIT 5 OF L 
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Figure Cl. (continued). 
(e) CONTINUED 
SET BIT 6 OF L 
SET BIT 7 OF L 
SET BIT 0 OF H 
SET BIT 1 OF H 
SET BIT 2 OF H 
SET BIT 3 OF H 
SET BIT 4 OF H 




SET BIT 6 OF H 




SET BIT 5 OF H 
(d) CLEAR MEMORIES HOLDING 






(e) INITIALIZE SHOT 
COUNTER . 
(f) CHECK IF LASER 
SYSTEM HAS FIRED 




Figure Cl. (continued). 
(g) SUM CHANNEL ENERGIES 
TO PREVIOUS TOTALS 
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(g) CONTINUED 






(h) ADVANCE SHOT COUNTER 
------r--------------
CALCULATE PI RUNNING 
AVERAGE AND STORE 
IN MEMORY 
CALCULATE DI RUNNING 
AVERAGE AND STORE 
IN M ':MIIKY 
CALCULATE Xl RUNNING 
AVERAGE AND STORE 
IN MEMORY 
CALCULATE P2 RUNNING 
AVERAGE AND STORE 
IN MEMORY 
CALCULATE D2 RL~NING 
AVERAGE AND STORE 
IN MEMORY 
(i) CALCULATE RUNNING 
AVERAGES FOR EACH 
CHANNEL 
CALCULATE X2 RUNNING 
AVERAGE AND STORE 
IN MEMORY 
I 




SEND LOW BYTE OF PI 
ENERGY AVERAGE 
TO PDP-ll 








Figure Cl. (continued). 
(j) CHECK IF N 
FIRINGS REACHED 
(k) SEND LOW BYTE OF 
PI ENERGY AVERAGE 
TO PDP-ll 
(1) WAIT 12 ~s FOR 
PDP-ll RESPONSE 
(m) TRANSFER ENERGY 











SEND LOW BYTE OF D 
ENERGY AVERAGE TO 
PDP-ll 
Figure Cl. (continued) . 
(m) CONTINUED 
(m) CONTINUED 
...1.EL ________ _ 
FROM SECTION 
(1) 
Figure Cl. (continued). 




PROGRAM TENS AND ONES 
OF LEFT DISPLAY 
READ MIDDLE DISPLAY'S 
SELECTION SWITCHES 
PROGRAM THOUSANDS 
AND HUNDREDS OF 
MIDDLE DISPLAY 
PROGRAM TENS AND ONES 
OF MIDDLE DISPLAY 
READ RIGHT DISPLAY'S 
SELECTION SWITCHES 
PROGRAM THOUSANDS 
A.'W HUNDREDS OF 
RIGHT DISPLAY 
PROGRAH TENS AND ONES 
OF RIGHT DISPLAY 
TO SECTION TO 
(b) 
Figure Cl. (concluded). 
(n) CONTINUED 
(0) DETE&~INE WHERE 
TO RESUME MAIN 
PROGRAM 
Table Cl. Main program source listing. 
; 
;MAIN PROGRAM LISTING FOR LIDAR ENERGY MONITOR PRO~kAM 
;****************************************************** ; 
; 
P1ESUM Et"W 0800H 
D1ESUM E(W 080~,>H 
X1ESUM EOU 0806H 
P2ESUM EOU 0809H 
D2ESlJM EGU 080CH 
X2ESlJM EUU 080FH 
f'lESt13 EOU 08021-1 
D1ESM3 E(lU 080~:;H 
X1ESM~-S E(W 0808H 
P2ESM3 EGU 080BH 
02ESM3 EOU 080EH 
X2ESM3 EaU 081.1H 
NADDR EaU 081.5H 
NUMFIR EaU 081.7H 
Pll~AVG ECW 834H 
OlRAVG Eau 836H 
X1RAVG EaU 038H 
P2RAVG E(W 83AH 
D2RAVG EOU 83CH 
X2RAVG EQU 831::1-1 
DIVIDE EOU OlOOH 
REARRG EaU 0140H 
ADD REG EaU O120H 
SWBELl EaU 01701-1 
SWBEL2 EaU 0280H 
; 
;INITIALIlE STACK AND BEl INTERHUPT MODE ~ a) 
; 
START: E1 ;EN{"BLE INTEHfWF'TS 
1M 1 ;lNTERRLJPT MODE 1 
LII SP,951H ;INIrIALIlE STACK 
; 















;REAU SWITCH SETTINGS 
;ARRANGE READINGS IN'fO 
;NEW N 
;LOAD ADDRESS HOLDING 




Table Cl. (continued.) 
; N 
















































































































;N=14, 2 TO N=16384 
;N=O, 2 TO N=l 











































2,L ;N=2,2 TO N=4 
STORE 
3,L ,N=3,2 TO N=B 
STORE 
4,L ;N=4,2 TO N=1.6 
STORE 
5,L ;N=5,2 TO N=32 
STOI~E: 
6,L ;N=6,2 TO N=64 
STORE 
7,L ; N=h 2 TO N=1.28 
STORE 
O,H ;N=8,2 TO N=256 
STORE 
1,H ;N=9,2 TO N=5l2 
STORE 
2,H ;N=1.0,2 TO N=1024 
SlORE 
3,H ; N=11,2 lO N=2048 
STORE 
4,H ; N=1~~,2 TO N=4096 
STORE 
5,H ;N==13,2 TO N=81.92 
(NUMFIR),HL 
HOLDING CHANNEL ENERGY SUMS 
C,l1H HNITIALIZE COUNTEH 









;CHECK IF LASER SYSTEM HAS FIRED (r) 
(d) 
; 
BSYWT: IN A, (06H) ;READ A/V BUSY SIGNAL.S 
BIT O,A 
JP Z,J2 ;T£Sr F'2 BUSY IF Pi BUSY 
;IS NOT HIGH 
. LOOF'l: IN A,(06H) ;LOOP TILL Pl BUSY GOES 
BIT O,A 




Table Cl. (continued.) 
..12: BIT 3,A 
..1P Z,BSYWr ; INPUT NEW BUSY SIGNALS IF 
;P2 HAS NOT FIRED 




;SUM CHANNEL ENERGIES TO PREVIOUS TOTALS (~) 
; 
..13: PUS.., BC 








LD C,1 PDl. ENERGY SUMMING SEUUENCE 







LD (' ,.) , ,.:.. ;Xl ENERGY SUMMING SEUUENCE 
IN E'( C) 
L.D C,OAH 





LD C,3 ;P2 ENERGY SUMMING SEUUENCE 
IN E'(C) 
LD C,OBH 




CALL ADD REG 
LD C,4 ;U2 ENERGY SUMMING SEUUENCE 
IN E'( C) 
L[I e,OCH 





LD C,5 ;X2 ENI::RGY SUMMING SEQUENCE 















iCALCULATE RUNNING AVJ::RAGES FOR EACH CHANNEL (i) 
; 
LD DE,(P1ESUM) ;GET P1ESUM 
LD Hl.,(P1ESM3) 
LD H,O 
CALL DIVIDJ:: ; CALCUL.An:, Pi RUNNING AVG. 
LD (P1RAVG),DE ;STORE AT P1RAVG 
LD DE, (DiESUM) ;GET II1ESUM 
LD Hl.,(DiESM3) 
LD H,O 
CALL. DIVIDE ;CALCULATE IH RUNNING AVG. 
LD (D1.RAVG), DE ;STORE AT I11.RAVG 
LD DE,(XiESUM) ;GET X1ESUM 
l.D HL,(X1ESM3) 
LD H,O 
CALL DIVIDE ;CALCULA1E Xl. RUNNING AVG. 
LD (X1RAVG),DE ; ST Of;: E AT X1RAVG 
LD DE, ( P::'~ESUM ) ;GET P2ESUM 
L[I HL, ( P::'~J::SM3 ) 
L.ll H,O 
CALL DIVIDE ;CALCULATE P2 RUNNING AVG. 
LD ( P2RAVG ) , DE ~STORE AT P2RAVG 
LD DE,(D2ESUM) ;81::T II2ESUM 
LD Hl.,(D2ESM3) 
LII H,O 
CALL DIVIDE ;CAL.CULATE [12 RUNNIN(; AVG. 
LD ( D2RAVG ) , DE ;STORE AT [l2~MVG 
L[I DE,(X2ESUM) iGET X2E.SUM 
LD Hl.,(X2ESM3) 
LD H,O 
CALL DIVIDE ; CALCULATE X') .~ RUNNING AVG • 
LD (X2RAVG),DE ;STORE AT X2RAVG 
i 
;CHECK IF N FIRINGS REACHED ( j) 
XOR A iRESET CARRY FLAG 
LD HL.,(NUMFIR) 
sac HL,BC 
JP NZ,BSYWT ;WAIT FOR NEXT FIRING UNL.ESS BC=N 
; 












































































jHIGH BYTE OF PI ENERGY 
jAVG. TO PDp·-l1 
DEvD1RAVG ;LOW BYTE OF Dl ENERGY 
A,(DE) JAVG. SENT TO PDP-l1 
(oOH)' A 
H2 
DE ;HIGH BYfE OF Dl ENERGY 
A,(ItE) ;AVG. SENT TO PDP-l1 
(OlH)'A 
H~~ 
DE,X1RAVG ~LOW BY1E OF Xl ENERGY 
A,(DE) JAVG. SENT 1'0 PDP-11 
(OOH), A 
H4 
DE ;HIGH BYTE OF Xl ENERGY 
A,(DE) ;AVG. SENT TO PDP'-11' 
(OlH)'A 
H5 
DE,P2HAVG ;LOW BY'fE OF P? ENERGY 
A,(DE) JAVG. SENT TO PDP-II 
(oOH)' A 
H6 
DE ,HIGH BYTE OF P2 t::NERGY 
A,(DE) ~AVG. SENT TO PDP-li 
(OIH),A 
Hl 
DE,D2RAVG jLOW- BYTE OF D2 ENERGY 
A,eDE) ;AVG. SENT TO PDP-II 
eOOH),A 
H8 
DE ;HIGH BYTE OF D2 ENERGY 
A,(DE) ;AVG. SENf TO PDP-I! 
(OlH),A 
H9 
DE,X2RAVG ;LOW BYTE OF X2 ENERGY 
A, <DE) ;AVG. SENf TO PDP--ll. 
(OOH), A 
Table Cl. (continued.) 
Hi0: .. m Hi0 
INC DE ~HIGH BYTE OF X2 ENERGY 
LD A,(lIE) JAVG. SENT TO PDP-11 
OUT (OlH) ,A 
Hii: JR Hii 
; 











































































jREAD LEFT DISPLAY'S 
jSELt:.CTION SWITCHES 
~PROGRAM THOUSANDS AND 
jHUNDREDS OF LEFT DISPLAY 
~PROGRAM TENS AND ONES 
jOF LEFT DISPLAY 
jREAD MIDDLE DISPLAY'S 
;SELI::CTION SWITCHES 
jPROGRAM THUUSANDS AND 
jHUNDREDS OF MIDDLI:. DISPLAY 
jPROGRAMrENS AND ONES 
POF MIDDLE DISPLAY 
jREAD RIGHT DISPLAY'S 
jSELEC"rION SWITCHES 
~PROGRAM THOUSANDS AND 
jHUNDREDS OF RIGHf DISPLAY 
;PROGRAM TENS AND ONES 
;O~ RIGHT DISPLAY 





Table Cl. (concluded.) 
LD A~(NADDR) 
BIT 4,A ;CHECK IF SWITCHES HAVE BEEN 
;CHANGED BY PDP-il 
JP Z,AVGRUN ;GO oro AVGRUN TO READ SWITCHES 
;IF SWITCHES UNCHANGED 
JP CAL ;OTHERWISE, GO TO SEQUENCE 
;lHAT DETERMINES NEW VALUE OF 
;2 RAISED 10 N POWER 
START 
YES 
SET BIT 6 
OF REGISTER E 
YES 
SET BIT 7 
OF REGISTER E 
RESET BIT 7 OF 
REGISTER E AND ~I7S 
6 AND OF REGISTER D 
SHIFT CONTENTS OF 
REGISTER D RIGHT TWICE 
RETURN 
NO RESET BIT 6 
NO 
OF REGISTER E r 
RESET BIT 7 
OF REGISTER E 
Figure C2. Flow chart for subroutine REARRG. 
51 
52 







;SUBROUTINE REARRG TAKES THE TWO BYTES 
iCONTAINING THE ELEVEN BITS OF A GIVEN 
iCHANNEL'S ENERGY FOR A FIRING,FROM 
JA/D, AND REARRANGES THEM INTO IHE 
iCORRECr TWO BYTE BINARY NUMBER. 
REARRG: BIT O,D 
Ll: 




















ADD REGISTERC TO 
LOW BYTE OF NUMBER 
IN MEMORY AND STORE 
IN SAME HEMORY 
LOCATION 
ADD WITH CARRY REGISTER 
D TO THE NEXT BYTE OF 
THE NUMBER IN MEMORY 
AND STORE IN SAME 
MEMORY LOCATION 
ADD WITH CARRY THE LAST 
BYTE OF THE NU11BER IN 
MEMORY TO REGISTER D 
AND STORE IN THE 
SANE MEMORY LOCATION 
-
RETURN 
Figure C3. Flow chart for subroutine ADDREG. 
53 
54 




;THIS SUBROUTINE ADDS TWO TRIPLE PRECISION NUMB~RS. 
iBEFORE THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED, THE HL ~EGISTER 
iPAIR MUST POINT TO lHE LS-BYTE OF THE TRIPLE 
iPRECISION VALUE STORED IN MEMURY.THE LS-BYT~ 
iOF THE OTHER fRIPLE PRECISION NUMBER MUST B~ 
;STORED IN REGISTER C AND fHE N~XT SIGNIFICANT 
;BYTE IN REGISTER D. fHE MS-BYTE WILL ALWAYS ~~ 
iOOH AND IS TAKEN CARE U~ WITHIN THE SUBROUTINE. 
; 

















Figure C4. Flow chart for subroutine DIVIDE. 
55 
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iTHIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A 32-BIT BY 
;16-8IT UNSIGNED DIVIDE. THE 32-BIT 
;DIVIDEND IS INPUT IN H,L,D,AND E 
i(H=MSB,E=LSB), WHILE THE 16-BIT DIVISOR 
;IS IN REG. PAIR ~C. WHEN FINISHED THE 
iI6-BIT QUOTIENT IS HELD IN DE AND ANY 
;REMAINDER IS IN HL. 
; 
lIIVIOE: LD A,16 ;lTERArION COUNTER 
LOOP: ADD HL,HL iSHIFT HL LEFT 
EX DE,HL ;DE TU HL f-OR SHIFT 
ADD HL,HL ;SHH r (LIE) 
EX DE,HL 
~JP NC,JUMPI ;GO IF NO CARkY 
INC HL iCARRY TO MS 2 f:r'TES 
JUMP1; OR A ;RESET CARRy 
SBC HL,BC ;SUBTRACT DIVISOr: 
INC (IE ;SET 0=1 
JP P,JUMP2 ;GO 11-" U=1 
ADD HL,BC ;RESTORE 
RES O,E ;St:.T 0=0 
JUMP2: DEC A ; [lECREMENT COUNT 




LOAD ADDRESS BINVAL 







LOAD ADDRESS BINVAL 
WITH PI RUNNING 
AVERAGE 
LOAD ADDRESS BINVAL 
WITH Dl RUNNING 
AVERAGE 
LOAD ADDRESS BINVAL 
WITH Xl RUNNING 
AVERAGE 
LOAD ADDRESS BINVAL 
WITH P2 RUNNING 
AVERAGE 
LOAD ADDRESS BINVAL 
hlITH D2 RUNNING 
AVERAGE 
Figure C5. Flow chart for subroutine SWSELI. 
57 
58 
INITIALIZE POINTERS TO 
ONE THOUSAND CONSTANT 
D 
E DECIMAL DIGIT 
FOR CURRENT POWER 
OF TEN 
SAVE DECIMAL 




LOAD ACCUMULATOR I~ITH 
CONTENTS OF ADDRESS 
DECHL4 
NO SET POINTER FOR 
NEXT POWER OF 
TEN 
Figure CS. (continued) . 
NO 
LOAD ACCL~LATOR WITH 
CONTENTS OF ADDRESS 
DECML4-1 
SET BIT 4 OF D 
SET BIT 5 OF D 
SET BIT 6 OF D 
SET BIT 7 OF D 
SET BIT 0 OF 0 
Figure C5. (continued). 
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YES SET BIT 1 OF D 
YES SET BIT 2 OF D 
YES SET BIT 3 OF D 
RETURN 
Figure CS. (concluded). 
60 





;SUBROUTINE SWSEL1 DETERMIN~S WHICH CHANNEL 
fTO DISPLAY ON THE DISPLAY BEING CONSIDER~D, 
;CONVERTS THE ENERGY AVERAGE TO BCD, THEN 
;PROGRAMS THE THOUSANDS AND HUNDREDS 




























































[I,QOH ; [I.[ SPLA 'I' PI 
D 
Z,S1 
I1,()IH ;DISPLAY III 
D 
Z,82 
D,02H ;DISPLAY Xl 
D 
Z,S3 
D,03H ;DISPLAY P:l 
D 
Z,S4 































Table C2d. (continued.) 
s.,.· ;J. L[t D~,([t2RAVG) ;DISF'LA,( D~ AVG. 
L[t (BINVAL),[lE 
BNTO[tC: LII HL,THOUSN ;THE ROUTINE BNTOilC IS 
;OESCRIBED IN THE 
;;l80 COOKBOL1t( , f'G. ) 78 
LD [tE,DECML4 
BN[tC: PUSH HL 
PUSH DE 
DCEQVL: LII [tE,BINVAL 
L.I1 BC,0200H 
DCLOOP: AND A 
















LD BC, 0002H -
ADDER: AND A 
ADDMOR: LD A, (DE) 
ADC A,(HL) 
LD ( HL ) , A 
CPI 
. .JP F'O,NEXT 
INC DE 
JP A[lDMOF.~ 
NEXT: POP BC 
POP HL 
LD (HL) ,C 
EX DE,HL 
POP HL 
INC - HL 
INC HL 
L[I 1-'''' E 
CP 20H 
. .JP Z,AO 
DEC DE 
JP BNDC ;E:.ND Of-" l<NTODC 
AO; LIt [1,0 ;ARRANGE flITS 
LD A,(DECML4);4-7 OF REG. [I 
;TO MAITH rHE 
BIT O,A ;8C[I NUMBE:.R AT 
JP- Z,Al ,ADDRESS DECML4 
62 
Table C2d. . (concluded.) 
SET 4,[1 
AU BIT 1, A 
• .JP Z,A2 
SET 5,[1 
A2; BIT 2,A 
JP Z,A3 
SET 6,{:1 
A3: BIT 3,A 
.. JP Z,A4 
SET 7,D 
A4: LD HL,DECML.4 ;ARRANGE BITS 
[lEC HL ; O-~~ OF REG. D 
LII A, (HL) ;TO MATCH THE 
BIT O,A ;BCD NUMBER A"I 
JP Z,A5 ;ADDRESS DECMl.4-1 
SET 0,[1 
A5: BIT 1, A 
JFL Z,A6 
SET 1,[1 
A6: BIT 2,A 
.. JF' Z,A7 
SET 2,[1 







>.-::.::+t SET BIT " OF REGISTER D 
>';';';~SET BIT 1 OF REGISTER D 
>---tSET BIT 2 OF REGISTER D 
>----tSET BIT 3 OF REGISTER D 
Figure C6. Flow chart for subroutine SWSEL2. 
64 
>.:.=.~ SET BIT 4 OF REGISTER D 
>':':::::.j SET BIT 5 OF REGISTER D 
">-=+lSET BIT 6 OF REGISTER D 
">.:.::;~ SET BIT 7 OF REGISTER D 
NO 
RETURN 
Figure C6. (concluded.) 
65 
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Table C2e. Subroutine source listing for SWSEL2. 
;SUBROUTINE SWSEL2 
;================== 
;SUBROUTINE SWSEL~ PROGRAMS THE TENS 
;AND ONES DIGITS OF THE DISPLAY UNDE~ 
;CONSIDERATION WHEN IT IS CALLED WITH 
;THE DATA FOR THE CHANNEL SELECTED IN 
;SUBROUTINE SWSEll. 




































D,O ;ARRANGE BITS 
A,(DECMAL);O-3 OF REG. D 
iTO MATCH THE 
O,A iBCD NUMB~R AT 
Z,Bl ;ADDRESS DEC MAL 
O,D ;WHIGH HOLDS THE 
l,A ;ONES DIGIT 
Z,B2 







HL,DECMAL ;ARRANGE BITS 
HL ;4-/ OF REG. D 
A,(HL) ;10 MATCH THE 
O,A ;BCD NUMBER AT 
Z,B5 ;ADDRESS D~CMAL+l 
4,D ;WHICH HOLDS THE 






GET PA0 - PA3 
NO 
INDICATE N HAS BEEN 
CHANGED BY 
PDP-ll/34 
STORE NEW N 
IN MTIlORY 
CH&~GE RETUfu~ ADDRESS 
TO ADDRESS DISPLAY 
IN MAIN PROGRAM 
RETUR.~ 
YES CHANGE RETURN ADDRESS TO ADDRESS PDPRTN IN 
MAIN PROGRAM 
RETUfu~ 
Figure C7. Flow chart for service routine PDPSER. 
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Table C2f. Subroutine source listing for PDPSER. 
; 
;INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE PDPSER 
~----------------~----------------
; 
;UPON AN NMI INTERRUPT BY THE PDP-11, THE 180 INPUTS DATA 
;BIT5 PAO-PA3 FROM THE PDP-l1 AND ARRANGES THEM AS THE 
~LOWEST ORDER BITS OF AN 8-BIT WORD; THE HIGH ORDER BITS 
;ARE ALL RESET. IF BITS PAO-PA3 ARE ALL SET ~ THEN THE 
;PDP-l1 HAS NOT CHANGED THE THE VALUE OFN BUT REQUIRES 
;THE CURRENT RUNNING AVERAGE FOR EACH CHANNEL. OTHERWISE, 
;BIT5 PAO-PA3 REPRESENT N AND BIT 4 IS SET TO INDICATE 






























iGET PAO-PA3 FROM PDP-II 
;CLEAR HIGH ORDER BITS 
Z,NOCHNG iLEAVE SEkVICE ROUTINE TO OUTPUT 
iRUNNING AV£RAGES IF N NOT" 
;CHANGED BY PDP-l1 
4,A ;lNDICATE N CHANGED BY PDP-II 
CNADDR),A PSTORE NEW N 
HL,DISPLAYiRETURN TO ADDRESS DISPLAY 
(SP),HL iIN MAIN PROGRAM 
HL,PDPRTN iRETURN TO ADDRESS PDPRTN 
(SP),HL iIN MAIN PROGRAM 
START 
POP THE CONTENTS OF 
THE STACK INTO 
REGISTER PAIR BC 
RESET THE CARRY FLAG 
YES 
RESTORE REGISTER HL 
AND CHfu~GE RETUfu~ 
ADDRESS TO ADDRESS 
RETUfu~ IN HAIN PROGRAH 
RETUR.\, 
INCREMENT REGISTER 
PAIR BC TWICE 
LOAD REGISTER P~IR 
HL WITH CONTE~TS 
OF REGISTER PAIR BC 
C~~GE RETURN ADDRESS 
TO THAT POINTED TO 
BY REGISTER PAIR HL 
RETURN 
Figure CB. Flow chart for service routine DATRNSFR. 
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Table C2g. Subroutine source listing for DATRNSFR. 
; 
; 
jINTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTI~E DATRNSFR 
;-----------------------------------
; 
;THIS INTERRUPT SERVICE HOUTINE HANDLES THE TRANSFER OF PATA 





























BC tGET CURRENT H~TURN ADDRESS 
A ;~ESETCARRY FLAG 
HL,LPI 
HL ,BC ; USE CURRENT RETUf::N ADDRESS HI 























HL,RETRN ;CHANG~ REf URN ADD~ESS 
SF' 
SF' 





PRINT LISTINGS OF ASSEMBLED PROGRAMS 
71 
This Page Intentionally Left Blank 
Table Dl. Assembled listing of main program. 


























































































































































;INTERRUPT 110D~ 1 
'JNITIALIZ~ SlACK 
0039 ;READ SWITCHES AND ARRANGE INTO NeW N (b) 
0040 ; 































;READ SWITCH SETTINGS 
;ARRANGE READINGS INTU 
'NEW N 
(NADDR) ,A H.DAD AlIDRESS HOLDING 
IN WITH NEW N 












Table Dl. (continued. ) 
CROHEHCO CDOS Z90 ASSEHBLER version 02.1~ PAGI:. 0002 
0420 1601 00~9 LD Dr! ;N-11 
0422 BA 0059 CP 0 
0 .. 23 CA7804 0060 JP Z,N1 
0426 1602 0061 LD D,2 IN=-27 
0428 BA 0062 CP 0 
0429 CA7004 0063 JP Z,N2 
0 .. 2C 1603 0064 LO 0,3 ;N=3°t 
042E BA 0065 CP D 
0 .. 2F CA8204 0066 JP Z,N3 
0432 1604 0067 LD D,4 ;Na 47 
0 .. 34 BA 0068 CP D 
0435 CA8704 0069 JP Z,N4 
0438 1605 0070 LD D,S IN"5? 
0 .. 3A BA 0071 Cf' 0 
043B CA8C04 0072 JP Z,N5 
043E 1606 0073 LD D,6 IN=67 
0440 SA 0074 CP 0 
0 .. 41 CA9104 0075 JP Z,N6 
0 .. 44 1607 0076 LO 0,7 ;N=77 
0446 SA 0077 CP [I 
0 .. 47 CA9604 0078 JP Z,N7 
O .... A 1608 0079 LD 0,8 ;N=87 
0 .. 4C BA 0080 CP 0 
044D CA9B04 0081 JP Z~N8 
0450 1609 0082 LD D,9 ;N=97 
0452 BA 0083 CP 0 
0453 CAA004 0084 JP Z,N9 
0 .. 56 160A 0085 LD O,OAH IN=107 
0458 BA 0086 CP 0 
0459 CAAS04 0097 JP Z,N10 
045C 160B 0088 LD D,OBH IN=11? 
045E BA 0089 CP D 
045F CAAA04 0090 JP Z,N11 
0462 160C 0091 LD D,OCH ;N=127 
0464 BA 0092 CP 0 
0465 CAAF04 0093 JP Z,N12 
0468 160D 0094 LO D,ODH ;N=13? 
046A BA 0095 CP 0 
046B CAB404 0096 JP Z,N13 
046E CBF4 0097 SET 6,H ;N=14, 2 TU N=16384 
0470 C3B604 0098 JP STORE 
0473 CBC5 0099 NO: S£T O,L ;N=O, 2 TO N=l 
0475 C3B604 0100 JP STORE 
0478 CBCO 0101 Nt: SET 1, L ;N=1, 2 TO N=2 
047A C3B604 0102 JP STORE 
047D CBD~ 0103 N2: SET 2,L H~=2, 2 TO N=4 
047F C3B604 0104 JP STORE 
0482 CBDD 0105 N3: St::T 3,L ;N=3,2 TO N=8 
0494 C3B604 0106 JP STORE 
0 .. 87 CBE5 0107 N41 S£T 4,L IN=4,2 TO N=16 
0489 C3B604 0108 JP STORE 
048C CBED 0109 NS: SET. S,L ;N=~,:I. 10 N=32 
0 .. 8E C3B604 0110 JP SCORE 
0491 CBF5 0111 N6: SET 6,L ;N=6,2 TO N=64 
0493 C3B604 0112 JP STORE 
0496 CBFO 0113 N7: SET 7,L ;N=7,2 TO N=128 
0498 C3B604 0114 JP STORE 
74 
Table Dl. (continued.) 
CROHEHCO coos Z~O ASSEHBLER version 02.15 PAGE 0003 
049B CBC4 0115 N8: SET O,H ;N-8,2 TO N=256 
0490 C3B604 0116 JP STORE 
04AO CBCC 0117 N9: SET I,H ;N .. 9,2 TO N"SI2 
04A2 C3B604 0118 JP STORE 
04A5 CBM 0119 NI0: SET 2,H ;N=10,2 TO N=1024 
04A7 C3B604 0120 JP STORE 
04AA CBOC 0121 N11: SET 3,H ;N-ll ,2 HI N-2048 
04AC C3B604 0122 JP Sf ORE 
04AF CBE4 0123 N12: SET 4,H 'N=12,2 10 N=4096 
04Bl C3B604 0124 JP STORE 
04B4 CBEC 0125 N13: SET 5,H ;N-13,2 TU N=8192 
04B6 221708 0126 S"(ORE: LD (NUHFIR),HL 
0127 ; 
0128 'CLEAR MEMORIES HOLOINf:i CHANNEL ENERGY SUMS (d) 
0129 ; 
04B9 OE11 0130 INTRT1: LO C,l1H ;INITIALIZE COUNTER 
04BB AF 0131 XOR A ;CLEAR ACCUMULATO~ 
04BC 110008 0132 LO DE,PIESUM 
04BF 12 0133 CLRMEH: LD (DE) , A 
04CO B9 0134 CP C 
04Cl CAC904 0135 JP Z,Jl 
04C4 OD 0136 DEC C 
04C5 13 0137 INC DE 
04C6 C3BF04 0138 JP CLRMEH 
0139 ; 
0140 ; INITIALIZE SHOT COUNTER (e) 
0141 ; 
04C9 0600 0142 J1: LD B,O 
0143 
0144 ;CHECK IF LASER SYSTEH HAS FI~ED (f) 
0145 ; 
04CB OB06 0146 BSYWT: IN A,(06H) ;RE'AD AID FUSY SIGNALS 
04CD CB47 0147 BIT O.A 
04CF CADC04 0148 JP Z,J2 n I:.ST P2 BUSY IF PI BUSY 
0149 ; IS NOT HIGH 
04D2 DB06 0150 LOOP1: IN A, (06H) ;LOOP TILL PI BUSY GOES LOW 
0404 CB47 0151 BIT O,A 
0406 C20204 0152 JP Nt,LOOPI 
04D9 C3E804 01'53 JP J3 
04DC CBSF 0154 J2: BIT 3,A 
04DE CACB04 0155 JP Z,BSYWT ;lN~UT NEW BUSY SIGNALS IF 
0156 ;P2 HAS NOT F1RED 
04El DB06 0157 LOOP2: IN A, (06H) ;LOOP TILL P2 FUSY GOI=.S LOW 
04E3 CB5F 0158 FIT 3,A 
04E5 C2EI04 0159 JP NZ,LOOt-'2 
0160 ; 
0161 ;SUH CHANNEL ENERGIES TO PkEVIOUS TUTALS (s) 
0162 ; 
04E8 C5 0163 J3: PUSH BC 
04E9 OEOO 0164 LD C,O ;Pl ENERGY SUHMING SEGUENCE 
04EB ED58 0165 IN E,(C) 
04ED OE08 0166 LD C,OSH 
04EF ED50 0167 IN D, (C) 
04Fl CD4001 0168 CALL REARRG 
04F4 210008 0169 LD HL,PIESUM 
04F7 4B 0170 LIt C,E 
04F8 CD2001 0171 CALL ADDREG 
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Table Dl. (continued.) 
CROI1EI1CO CDOS Z80 ASSEI1BLER ver5ion 02.15 '"'AGE 0004 
04FB OEOI 0172 LD Cd iDl ENERGY SUMMING S~QUENCE 
04FD ED58 0173 IN E. (C) 
04FF OE09 0174 LD C.09H 
0501 ED50 0175 IN D. (C) 
0503 CD4001 0176 CALL REARRG 
0506 210308 0177 LD HL.DIESUM 
0509 4B 0178 LD C.E 
050A CD2001 0179 CALL ADDREG 
050D OE02 0180 LD C.2 ;Xl ENERGY SUMMING SEQUENCE 
050F ED58 0181 IN E. (C) 
0511 OEOA 0182 LD C,OAH 
0513 ED50 0183 IN D, (C) 
0515 CD4001 0184 CALL R£ARRG 
0518 210608 0185 LD HL.XIESUI1 
051B 48 0186 LD C,E 
051C CD2001 0187 CALL ADDREG 
051F OE03 0188 LD C,3 ;P2 ENERGY SUMMING SEQUENCE 
0521 ED58 0189 IN E,(C) 
0523 OEOB 0190 LD C,OBH 
0525 ED 50 0191 IN D,(C) 
0527 CD4001 0192 CALL REARRG 
052A 210908· 0193 LD HL,P2ESUM 
052D 4B 0194 LD C,E 
052E CD2001 0195 CALL ADDREG 
0531 OE04 0196 LD C,4 ;02 ENERGY SUMMING SEQUENCE 
0533 ED 58 0197 IN E.(C) 
0535 OEOC 0198 LD C.OCH 
0537 ED50 0199 IN D.(C) 
0539 CD4001 0200 CALL REARRG 
053C 210C08 0201 LD HL,D2ESUH 
053F 48 0202 LD C,E 
0540 CD2001 0203 CALL ADDREG 
0543 OE05 0204 LII C,5 ;X2 ENERGY SUHMING SEQUENCE 
0545 ED58 0205 IN E, (C) 
0547 OEOD 0206 LV C,ODH 
0549 ED 50 0207 IN D, (C) 
054B CD4001 0208 CALL REARRG 
054E 210F08 0209 LD HL,X2ESUM 
0551 4B 0210 LD C,E 
0552 CD2001 0211 CALL ADDREG 
0555 Cl 0212 POP BC 
0213 
0214 ;ADVANCE SHOT COUNTER (h) 
0215 
0556 03 0216 INC BC 
0217 ; 
0218 ; CALCULATE RUNNING AVERAGES FOR ~ACH CHANNEL ( i ) 
0219 
0557 ED580008 0220 LV DE,(PIESUH) H,ET f'lE!:iUM 
0558 2A0208 0221 LD HL,(PIESM3) 
055£ 2600 0222 LD H,O 
0560 CDOOOI 0223 CALL DIVIDE ;CALCULATE PI RUNNING AVG. 
0563 ED533408 0224 Lll (PIRAVG),DE ;STURE AT F-IRAVG 
0567 £D580308 0225 LD DE, <DIESU/1) ;GET [IIESUH 
0568 2A0508 0226 LD HL,(DIESM3) 
056E 2600 0227 LD H,O 
0570 CDOOOI 0228 CALL DIVIDE ;CALCULATE Dl RUNNING AVG. 
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Table Dl. (continued.) 




































































































































'STORE AT DIRAVG 
'GET XIESUH 
;CALCULATE Xl RUNNING AVG. 
'STUR£ AT XIRAVG 
'GET P21:.SUH 
'CALCULATE P2 RUNNING AVG. 
'STORE AT P2RAVG 
'GET D2ESUH 
;CALCULATE £12 RUNNING AVG. 
'STORE AT D2RAVG 
;GE::T X2ESUH 
;CALCULATE X2 RUNNING AVG. 





























'CHECK IF N FIRINGS REACHED (j) 
; 
XOR A 'RE~ET CARRY FLAG 
LLI HL,(NUHFIR) 
SBC HL,BC 
JP NZ,BSYWT ;WAIT FOR NEXT FIRING UNLESS 
BC=N 
; 

















































































;HIGH BYTE O~ PI ENERGY 
;AVG. TO PDP-ll 
'LOW BYTE OF 01 ENERGY 
'AVG. SENT TO PDP-II 
'HIGH BYTE OF 01 ENERGY 
;AVG. SENT TO PDP-II 
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Table Dl. (continued.) 
CROHEHCO CDOS zao ASSEHBLER ver5ion 02.15 PAGE 0006 
05E3 113808 0285 LD DE,XIRAVG iLOW BYTE OF Xl ENERGY 
05E6 lA 0286 LD A, (DE) ;AVG. SENT TO PDP-11 
05E7 D300 0281 OUT (OOH) ,A 
05E9 18FE 0288 H4: JR H4 
05EB 13 0289 INC DE iHlGH BYTE OF Xl ENERGY 
05EC lA 0290 LD A,(DE) iAVG. SENT TO PDP-l1 
05ED D301 0291 OUT (OlH),A 
05EF 18FE 0292 H5: JR H5 
05Fl 113A08 0293 LD DE,P2RAVG iLOW BYTE OF P2 ENERGY 
05F4 lA 0294 LD A,(DE) iAVG. SENT TO Pllf-'-l1 
05F5 D300 0295 OUT (OOH) ,A 
05F7 18FE 0296 H6: JR H6 
05F9 13 0297 INC DE ;HIGH BYTE OF P2 ENERGY 
05FA lA 0298 LD A, (DE) iAVG. SENT TO PDP-ll 
05FB D301 0299 OUT (OlH),A 
05FD 18FE 0300 H7: JR H7 
05FF 113C08 0301 LD ['E,D2RAVG ;LOW BYTE OF D2 ENERGY 
0602 lA 0302 LD A, (DE) iAVG. Sf:.NT TU fJDP-11 
0603 D300 0303 OUT (OOH) , A 
0605 18FE 0304 H8: JR H8 
0607 13 0305 INC DE ;HIGH BYTE m· [12 ENERGY 
0608 lA 0306 LD A.(DE) iAVG. SeNT TO PDP-11 
0609 D301 0307 OUT (01H),A 
060B 18FE 0308 H9: JR H9 
060D 113E08 0309 LD DE,X2RAVG ;LOW BYTE OF X2 ENERGY 
0610 lA 0310 LD A,(DE) ;AVG. SENT TO Pllf-'-11 
0611 D300 0311 OUT (OOH) ,A 
0613 18FE 0312 HI0: JR H10 
0615 13 0313 INC DE iHIGH BYTE 0~"X2 ENERGY 
0616 lA 0314 LD A,(DE) ;AVO. SENT TO PDP-11 
06·17 D301 0315 OUT (OlH),A 
0619 18FE 0316 Hlt: JR Hll 
0317 ; 
0318 iPROGRAM 3-CHANNEL SEL~C1ABLE DISPLAY (n) 
0319 
061B DB07 0320 DISPLAY:IN A,(07H) ;REAP LEFT DIS~LAY'S 
0321 iSELECTION SWITCHES 
061D CB9F 0322 RES 3,A 
061F CBA7 0323 RES 4,A 
0621 CBAF 0324 RES 5,A 
0623 CBB7 0325 RES 6,A 
0625 CBBF 0326 RES 7,A 
0627 CD7001 0327 CALL SWSEL1 
062A OE02 0328 LD C,02H 
062C ED51 03:.19 OUT (C), D :PROGRAH THOUSANDS AND 
0330 iHUNDREDS OF LEFT DIS~LAY 
062E CD8002 0331 CALL SWSEL2 
0631 OE03 0332 LD C,03H 
0633 ED51 0333 OUT (C),D iPROGRAM TENS AND ONES 
0334 iOF LEFT DISPLAY 
0635 DB07 0335 IN A,(07H) iREAD HIDDlE:. DISPLAY'S 
0336 iS~LECTION SWITCHES 
0637 CBB7 0337 RES 6,""A 
0639 CBBF 0338 RES 7,A 
063B CB3F 0339 SRL A 
063D CB3F 0340 SRL A 
063F CB3F 0341 SRL A 
78 
Table Dl. (conclud·ed.) 
CROHEHCO CDOS Z80 ASS£HBLER version 02.15 PAGE 0007 
0641 CD7001 0342 CALL SWSEL1 
0644 OEO-4 03-43 LD C,04H 
06-46 ED51 0344 OUT (C),D 'PROGkAM THOUSANDS AND 
0345 'HUNDkEDS OF HIDDLE DISPLAY 
0648 CD8002 0346 CALL SWSEL2 
06-48 OE05 0347 LD C,05H 
064D ED51 0348 OUT (C) ,D ;PROGkAH TENS AND ONES 
0349 'OF MIDDLE DISPLAY 
064F DBOF 0350 IN A, (OFH) 'REAn RIGHT DISPLAY'S 
0351 'SELECTION SWITCHES 
0651 CB9F 0352 RES 3,A 
0653 CBA7 0353 RES -4,A 
0655 CBAF 035-4 RES 5,A 
0657 CBB7 0355 RES 6,A 
0659 CBBF 0356 RES 7,A 
065B CD7001 0357 CALL SWSEL1 
065E OE06 0358 LD C,06H 
0660 ED51 0359 OUT (C), D 'PROG~AM THOUSANDS AND 
0360 ;HUNDREDS O~ RIGHT DISPLAY 
0662 CD8002 0361 CALL SWSEL2 
0665 OE07 0362 Ll' C,07H 
0667 ED51 0363 OUT (C) ,D ;PROGRAM TENS AND ONES 
036-4 ;O~ RIGHT DISPLAY 
0365 ; 
0366 'DETERMINE WHERE TO RESUM£ MAIN PROGRAM (0) 
0367 , 
0669 3A1508 0368 LD A, (NADDR) 
066C C867 0369 !fJT 4,A ;CHECK I~ SWrTCHE~ HAVE BEEN 
0370 'CHANGED BY PDP-11 
066E CA060 .. 0371 JP Z,AVGRUN ;GO TO AVGRUN TO READ SWITCHE 
S· 
0372 'IF SWITCHES UNCHANGED 
0671 C3150 .. 0373 JP CAL ;OTHERWISE, GO TO SEQUENCE 
0374 ;THAT DETERMINES NEW VALUE OF 




Table D2. Assembled listing. of subroutines and service routines. 












0140 CB42 00 1 ~~ 
0142 CA4A01 0013 
0145 CBF3 0014 
0147 C34C01 0015 
1)14A CBB3 0016 
014C CB4A 0017 
l..H4E CA5601 0018 
(i151 CBFB 0019 
1)153 C35801 0020 
0156 CBBB 0021 
0158 CBB2 0022 
015A CBBA 0023 
015C CB3A 0024 
015E CB3A 002:; 









;SUBROUTINE REARRG TAKES IHE IWU kYTES 
iCONTAINING rH~ EL~vEN BlTS O~ A GIVEN 
;CHANNEL'S ENERGY FUR A FIKINb,~kOM tHE 
;A/D, AND REARRANGES rHEM INTO THE 
; CORf'~ECT TWI1 BYTE BINARY NUMB~ .. ~ • 




Ll: h~ES 6,[ 




L3: RES 7d:: 
L4: "'ES 6.0 




Table D2. (continued.) 















0120 79 0015 
0121 86 0016 
0122 77 0017 
0123 23 0018 
0124 7A 0019 
0125 8E 0020 
0126 77 0021 
0127 23 0022 
0128 3EOO 0023 
012A 8E 0024 
0128 77 0025 







;THIS SUBROUTINE ADDS TWO lRIPLE PkECISION NUMBERS. 
jBEFORE THIS ROUTINE IS CALL~U, THE HL R~GISTER 
jPAIR MUST POINT TO THE LS-BYTE OF THE TRIPLE 
;PRECISION VALUE SfORED IN MEMORY. THE LS-BYTE 
;OF THE OTHER TRIPL~ PRECISION NUMB~R MUS1.B~ 
;STORED IN REGISTER C AND THE NEXT SIGNIFICANT 
jBYTE IN REGISTER D. lHE MS-BYTE WILL ALWAYS BE 
jOOH AND IS TAKEN CARE OF WlfHIN THE SUBROUTINE. 
ADDREG: LD A,C 
AliD A, (HL) 
l..D (HL) ,A 
INC HL 
LD Adl 
AIIC A, (HL) 
LD (HL) ,A 
INC HL 
LV A,OOH 
AfiC A, (HL;, 
LD (HL) ,A 
RET 
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0100 3EI0 0014 
0102 29 0015 
0103 EB 0016 
()104 29 0017 
0105 EB 0018 
0106 D20A01 0019 
0109 23 0020 
010A B7 0021 
010B ED42 0022 
010D 13 0023 
010E F21401 0024 
0111 09 0025 
0112 CB83 1)026 
0114 3D 0027 
0115 C20201 0028 





~ SUflROUT I NE [I J V I DF.-. 
;~=~=============~= 
; 
;THIS SUBROUTINE PERfUkMS A ~J-~IT BY 
H6-BI T UNSI GNED fl1 V I liE. THE 3::.~··B.l T 
;DIVIDEND IS INPUT IN H,L,D,AND E 
;(H=MSB,E=LSB), WHIL~ fHE 16-BIT UtVISOk 
;IS IN REG. PAIR BC. WHEN FINISHED THE 
;16-BIT QUOTIENT IS HELD IN DE AND ANY 
iREMAINDER IS IN HL. 
DIVIDE: LD Ad6 ; ITERA nUN COUNTER 
LOOP; ADD HL,HL ;SHIFT HI. LEFT 
EX DE,HL ,fiE TO HL FOR SHHT 
ADD HL,Hl.. ;SHIFT <I.tE) 
EX DE,HI... 
JP Ne, ~JUMF' 1 ~GO IF NU CARF:'( 
INC HL ,CARRY ru MS ') "- }:{YTES 
JUMPl: OR A d<[SET CAf"RY 
SBC HL,BC ,bUBTRACT 1.11 V I SOk' 
INC lIl::. ;SET l1=1 
JP p. JUMP:2 ;(;0 IF 0=1 
Al.ID HL,BC , RESTOr:E 
RES Od:: ;SET l~::::O 
JUMP2: lIEe A ,DECREMENT LUUNT 
~iF' NZ, LnOr:' ;1.;0 IF" NIJ T [tlJNF 
f\'ET ;; F\'ETIJF.:N 
Table D2. (continued. ) 
CROMEMCO CDOS 180 ASSEMBLER version 02.15 PAGE 0001 
0001 
0002 
0003 ; SUBROUTINE SWSELl 
0004 ;================== 
0005 
0006 ;SUBROUTINE SWSELI DETERMINES WHICH CHANNEL 
0007 ITO bISPLAY ON THE DISPLAY B~ING CONSID~kED, 
0008 ICONVERTS THE ENERGY AUERAG~ 10 BCD, THEN 
0009 IPROGRAM5 THE THUUSANDS AND HUNDRED~ 
0010 IDIGITS OF THE DISPLAY 
0011 ; 
(0349) 0012 THOUSN EGU 0349H 
(0827) 0013 BINVAL EGU 0827H 
(0834) 0014 PIRAVG EOU 834H 
(0836) 0015 DIRAVG EOU 836H 
(0838) 0016 XIRAVG E.(~U 8J8H 
(083A) 0017 P2RAVG EOU 8~AH 
(083C) 0018 D2RAVG "EGU 83CH 
(083E) 0019 X2RAUG EOU 83EH 
(0823) 0020 DECML4 EOU 082JH 
0170 1600 0021 SWSEL1: LD rl,OOH HIlBPLAY f-'1 ENERGY AUG. "? 
0172 BA 0022 CP D 
0173 CA9901 0023 JP L,Sl 
0176 1601 0024 LD D,OlH ;O[SPLAY III AUG. "!' 
0178 BA 0025 CP D 
0179 CAA401 0026 JP I,S2 
017C 1602 0027 LD D,02H ;DISPLAY xl AUG. ? 
017E BA 0028 CP er 
017F CMFOI 0029 Jf-' I,S3 
0182 " 1603 0030 L!I D,03H ;[lISPLAY P'L AUG. ? 
0184 BA 0031 CP er 
0185 CABAOl 0032 JP Z,S4 
0188 1604 0033 LD D,04H ;OISPLAY D~ AUU. -~ 
018A BA 0034 CP D 
018£1 CAC501 0035 JP I,S5 
018E ED5B3E08 0036 LD DE,(X2RAUG) ;DISPLAY X2 AUG. 
0192 ED532708 0037 LD (BINUAl.),[lE 
0196 C3CDOl 0038 JP BNTODC 
0199 ED5B3408 0039 S1: LD DE,(P1RAUG) ;DISPLAf "'I AUG. 
019D ED532708 0040 LD ( B I NVAL ) , DE 
01Al C3CDOl 0041 JP BNTODC 
01A4 E0583608 " 0042 S2: LD DI:.. ( D 1 RAvG) ;DISPLA'f 01 AUG. 
01A8 ED532708 0043 LD ( B I NUl'll.) , LIE 
01AC C3CDOl 0044 JP BNTO[lC 
OlAF ED583808 0045 S3: LO [II:.. ( Xl RAUG I ;DISPLAY Xl AUG. 
01B3 ED532708 0046 LD (BINUAL),(lE 
0187 C3CDOl 0047 JP tlNTODC 
OlBA ED5B3A08 0048 54: LD DE, (P2RAUG) ; (ll!:;PLAY F-'~ AUG. 
01BE E0532708 0049 LD iBINUAU,DE 
01C2 C3CDOl 0050 JP £INTOne 
OlCS ED5B3C08 0051 55: LD DE,([l2RAVGJ ;[ll!:)I-'LAY 1I~ AVG. 
01C9 E0532708 0052 LD (BINUAU ,UE 
01CD 214903 0053 BNTODC: LD tiL,THOUSN lHE RUUTINE BNTODC IS 
0054 nE:;SCI\IBHI IN THE 
0055 L80 C()OIl.BOOI(, F'iJ. 178 
01£10 112308 0056 LD DE,DECI'IL4 
0.1D3 E5 0057 BNDC: PUSH tiL 
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Table D2. (continued.) 
CROMEMCO CDOS l80 ASSEMBLER version 02.15 .... AGE 0002 
01[14 D5 0058 PUSH DE 
01D5 112708 0059 DCEOVL: LD DE,BINVAL 
01D8 010002 0060 UI BC,0200H 
01DB A7 0061 (lCLOOP: ANTI A 
01DC lA 0062 DCLP1: LD A,(DE) 
01D[1 9E 0063 SBC A. (HL) 
01DE 12 0064 LD (DE) , A 
OlDF 05 0065 DEC B 
OlEO CAE801 0066 jp l,INCRVL 
01E3 23 0067 INC HL 
01E4 13 0068 INC [IE 
01E5 C3DCOl 0069 .IP [lCLPl 
01E8 OC 0070 INCRVL: INC c 
01E9 2B 0071 DEC HL 
OlEA 112708 0072 L[I [lE,BINVAL 
01ED 0602 0073 LO B,O:!H 
OlEF D2DBOl 0074 jp NC,DCLOOP 
01F'2 00 0075 DE::C C 
01F3 EB 0076 EX DE,HL 
01F'4 C5 0077 PUSH BC 
01F5 010200 0078 LD BC,0002H 
01F8 A7 0079 ADDER: AND A 
01F9 lA 0080 ADDt10R: LD A,(DE) 
01FA 8E 0081 AUC A, < HL) 
01FB 77 0082 LD (HL) ,A 
01FC EDAI 0083 CPI 
01FE E20502 0084 -iP PO,NEXT 
0201 13 0085 INC DE 
0202 C3F901 0086 jp AlIDt10R 
0205 Cl 0087 NEXT: POP BC 
0206 El 0088 POP HL 
0207 71 0089 LO (HL) ,C 
0208 EB 0090 EX DE,HL 
0209 El 0091 POP HL 
020A 23 0092 INC HL 
020B" 23 0093 INC HL 
020C 7B 0094 LD A,E 
020D FE20 0095 CP 20H 
020F CA1602 0096 jp l,AO 
0212 IB 0097 DEC DE 
0213 C3D301 0098 -iP BN[IC jE::NII OF tlNTU[lC 
0216 1600 0099 AO: LD D,O jAkRANGE:. BITS 
0218 3A2308 0100 LD A.(DECML4'i4-/ u~ Rt:":G. [I 
0101 ;TO MATCH .HE 
021B CB47 0102 BIT O,A ;E/GLI NUMf<I:.t< AT 
0210 CA2202 0103 JP l,Al jA[I[lRESS [It:.CHL4 
0220 CBE2 0104 SH 4,D 
0222 CB4F 0105 All BIT 1,A 
0224 CA2902 0106 jf' l,A2 
0227 CBEA 0107 SET 5,D 
0229 CB57 0108 A2: BIT 2,A 
022B CA3002 0109 jf' l,A3 
022E CBF2 0110 SET 6,[1 
0230 CB5F 0111 A3: BIT 3.A 
0232 CA3702 0112 jf' l,A4 
0235 CBFA 0113 SET 7,D 
0237 212308 0114 A4: LD HL,DECi"lL4 iAf<RANt>E BITS 
84 
Table D2. (continued.) 
CROI1EI1CO CDOS l80 ASSEMBLER versIon 02.15 ~·A(jl:. 0003 
023A 2B 0115 DEC HL ;0-3 OF REG. D 
023B 7E 0116 LD A, (HU HO MATCH THE" 
023C CB47 0117 BIT O,A ;ElCLI NUMBER AI 
023E CA4302 0118 jp Z,A5 IADDRESS lI1:.CMl4-1 
0241 CBC2 0119 SET O,D 
0243 CB4F 0120 AS: BIT lrA 
0245 CA4A02 0121 jp l,A6 
0248 CBCA 0122 SET 1,[1 
024A CB57 0123 A6; BIT 2,A 
024C CA5102 0124 jp l,A7 
024F CBD2 0125 SET 2,[1 
0251 CB5F 0126 A7: BIT 3,A 
0253 CA5802 0127 ..IP Z,A8 
0256 caDA 0128 SI:.T ,3,[1 





Table D2. (continued.) 
; 
; 





























;TEN IN BINARY 
;ONE IN BINA~:Y 
Table D2. (continued.) 
















































































; SlJBROUT I NE SW~Ei...2 I-'RUI'~~f~MS I'Hc. ·II:.NS 
iAND ONES DIGITS OF THE DISPLAY UND~R 
;CONSIDERATION WHEN IT IS CALL~n WlrH 

































































[1,0 iARRANGE BITS 
A,(DECMAL);O-.3 OF R~G. D 
Z,f{.3 
3,D 
; 1 0 MATCH THE 
;BCl.I NUMBER AI 
;ADDRESS DI:.CMAl 
;WHICH HuLDS THE 
; ONI:'S iH G IT 
Hl,DECMAL ;ARRANGE BITS 
HL ;4-7 uF R~G. U 
A,(HL) ;Ta MATCH THE 
O,A iReD NUMBI:.R At 
2,B5 iADDkFSS DECMALtl 
4,D ~wHICH HULD~ THE 









Table D2. (continued.) 



















0329 DBOE 0019 
032£1 CBA7 0020 
032D CBAF 0021 
032F CBB7 0022 
0331 CBBF 0023 
0333 FEOF 0024 
0335 CA4303 0025 
0026 
0027 
0338 CBE7 0028 
033A 321508 0029 
033D 211£106 0030 
0340 E3 0031 
0341 ED45 0032 
0343 21C005 0033 
0346 E3 0034 





;INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE PUPSER 
;---------------------------------
; 
iUPON AN NMI INTERRUPT BY THE PDP-l1, THE Z80 INPUTS D 
TA 
; BITS PAO-PA3 FROM THE PDP-l1 ANIt A"F.~ANGf:..S THEM AS THE 
;LOWEST ORDER BITS OF AN 8-BIT r...IO"'~D; l"HE HIGH ORDER £II 
S 
;ARE ALL RESET. IF BITS PAO-PA~ ARE ALL S~T , THEN rH~ 
;PDP-11 HAS NOT CHANGED THE THE VALUE OF N BUT REQUIRE 
iTHE CURRENT RUNNING AVERAGE FOR EACH CHANNEL. OTHERWI 
E, 
;BITS PAO-PA3 REPRESENT N AND BIT 4 IS SET TO I~DICATE 































;GET PAO-PA3 FROM PDP-I! 
;CLEAR HIGH O~DfR BITS 
it.EAVE:. S~kl)IC~ F.~OUTINE TO OU· 
;RUNNING AVERAGES IF N ~OT 
;CHANGED BY PDP-II 
4,A ;!NDICATE N CHANGED BY PDP-I: 
CNADDR),A ;STORE NEW N 
HL,DISPLAY;RETURN TO ADDRESS DISPLAY 
(SP),HL ; IN MAIN F'RIJGPAM 
HL,PDPRTN ;RETURN TU ADDRESS PDPRTN 
(SP),HL ;IN MAIN PROGRAM 
Table D2. (continued.) 
CROI1EI1CO CDOS Z80 ASSEl1f.1LER v@r!!ion 02.15 PAGt:': ('001 
0001 
0002 ; 
0003 ; INTERRUPT SERVICE Io:OtllTNf:" r'A'~:NSf'~ 
0004 ;-----------------------------------
0005 ; 
0006 ;THIS INTERRUPT SER~jI(;E ROUTlNE HANDLES THE tI<ANS!'ER 
[lATA 
0007 ;FROI1 THE Z~O 10 THE PDP-11 IlIA HAND~HAIO NG I 
0008 ; 
(05C8) 0009 LPI EOU 5C8H 
(05C9) 0010 LPIA EOU 5C9H 
(05CC) 0011 LPIF lUU seCH 
(05CF) 0012 RETRN EOU 5CFH 
0013 
02EO Cl 0014 TRNSFR: POP FC ; GET CIJf.:RENr RI:"TIJIo:N A!J!JRE5S 
02El AF 0015 XOR A ;RFSEI CARRY FLAG 
02E2 21C805 0016 L).l Hl,Ll-'l 
02E5 ED42 0017 SBC HL,ltC ;USE CUt<f<F.NI Io:ETIJRN AfiDRESS 1 
02E7 CA0603 0018 .It' Z,RET2 ;DETERMINE NE~ RETURN ADDRES~ 
02EA AF 0019 XOR A 
02EB 21C905 0020 LD HL,LPIA 
02EE ED42 0021 Sf.lt HL,I.4C 
02FO CA0603 0022 JP Z,.RET2 
02F3 AF 01)23 XOR A 
02F4 21CC05 0024 LD HL,LPIB 
02F7 ED42 0025 SFC HL,BC 
02F9 CA0603 0026 JP bt<!:-' 2 
02FC 03 0027 . RETl : INC FC ;eHANHE R!;WI<N A(I[lRESS 
02FD 03 0028 !/oK He 
02FE 60 0029 LD H,F 
02FF 69 0030 LD L.C 
0300 3B 0031 DEC 5P 
0301 3B 0032 ['EC Sf' 
0302 E3 0033 EX (SP),HL 
')303 FB 0034 EI 
0304 ED4D 0035 RF.TI 
0306 21CF05 0036 RET'!l L[l HL,RET"N ; CHAW;E RF. Tl'!iN A['DRESS 
0309 3£1 0037 DEC 'W 
030A 3£1 (1)39 DEC SP 
030£C E3 0039 EX (51") ,HL 
030C FB 0041) H 




Table D2. (continued.) 








0003 ;JUMP INSTRUCTION TO BEGINNING OF MAIN PROGRAM 
0004 ;ON RESET 
0005 ; 
0006 ; 
0007 MAIN EUU 400H 
0008 ; 
0009 JP MAIN 
o 
Table D2. (continued.) 
CROMEMCO CDOS Z80 ASSEMBLER version 02.15 PAGE 0001 
0001 ; 
0002 ; 
0003 ;JUMP TO INT INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE DATRNSFR 
0004 ; 
0005 ; 
(02EO) 0006 [fAT EQU 2EOH 
0007 ; 




Table D2. (concluded.) 
CROMEMCO CDOS laO ASSEMBLER version 02.15 PAGE 0001 
0001 ; 
0002 ; 
0003 ;JUMP TO NMI INIERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE PDPS£~ 
0004 ; 
(0329) 0005 PDP EGU 329H 
0006 ; 









ADD A, (HL) 
ADD A, (lX+D) 
ADD A, (IY+D) 




BIT b, (HL) 















Z80 CPU INSTRUCTION SET* 
OPERATION 
Add with Carry Reg. pair ss to HL 
Add with carry operand s to Acc. 
Add value n to Acc. 
Add Reg. r to Acc 
Add location (HL) to Acc. 
Add location (IX+d) to Acc. 
Add location (IY+d) to Acc. 
Add Reg. pair 'ss to HL 
Add Reg. pair pp to IX 
Add Reg. pair rr to IY 
Logical 'AND' of operand s and Acc. 
Test BIT b of location (HL) 
Test BIT ~ of location (U+d) 
Test BIT b of location (IY+d) 
Test BIT b or Reg. r 
Call subroutine at location nn,if condition 
cc is true 
Cnconditional call subroutine at location nn 
Cooplement carry flag 
Co~are operand s with Acc. 
Compare location (HL) and Acc. decrement HL 
and BC 
Coopare location (rtL) and Acc. aecrenent nL 
and EC, repeat until 5C=0 
COQpare locat ion (tiL) and Acc. increQent HL 
and decrement BC 
Compare location (HL) and Acc. increment 11L, 
decrement BC repeat until BC=O 
COr.J.ple;nent Acc. (1' S co;:}p) 
Decimal adjust Acc. 
*Reproduced oy per:!lission cl9aO Zilog, Inc. This material shall not be 










EX (SP) ,IY 



















Decrement operand m 
Decrement IX 
Decrement IY 
Decrement Reg. pair ss 
Disable interrupts 
Decrement B and Jump relative if B*O 
Enable interrupts 
Exchange the location (SP) and HL 
Exchange the location (SP) and IX 
Exchange the location (SP) and IY 
Exchange the contents of AF and AF' 
Exchange the contents of DE and HL 
Exchange the contents of BC, DE, HL with 
contents of BC', DE' , HL' respectively 
HALT (wait for interrupt or reset) 
Set interrupt mode 0 
Set interrupt mode 1 
Set interrupt mode 2 
Load the Ace. with input frol!l device n 
Load the Reg. r with input froQ device 
Increment location (HL) 
Increment IX 
Increment location (IX+d) 
Increment IY 
Increment (IY+d) 
Increment Reg. r 
Increment Reg. pair ss 
(C) 
Load location (RL) ~ith input froQ port (C), 
decrement HL and B 
Load location (HL) with input [rOQ port (C), 
decrement HL and decreQent E, ~e?eat until 3=0 
Load location (HL) with input froQ port (C); 
and increment HL and decrement 3 
Load location (HL) with input trom ?ort (C), 
increment HL and decrel!lent B, repeat until 3=0 
~nconditional Juop to (~L) 
JP (IX) Unconditional Jump to (IX) 
JP (IY) Unconditional Jump to (lY) 
JP cC,nn Jump to location nn if condition cc ~s true 
JP nn Unconditional jump to location nn 
JR C,e Jump relative to PC+e if carry=l 
~ - JR e Unconditional Jump relative to PC+e 
JR NC,e Jump relative to PC+e if carry=O 
JR NZ ,e Jump relative to PC+e if nonzero (Z=O) 
JR Z,e Jump relative to PC+e if zero (Z=l) 
LD A,(BC) Load Ace. with location (BC) 
LD A, (DE) Load Ace. with location (DE) 
LD A,I Load Ace. with I 
LD A, (nn) Load Ace. with location nn 
LD A,R Load Acc. with Reg. R 
LD (BC) ,A Load location (BC) with Ace. 
LD (DE) ,A Load location (DE) with Ace. 
LD (HL),n Load location (HL) with value n 
LD dd,nn Load Reg. pair dd with value nn 
LD dd, (nn) Load Reg. pair dd with location (nn) 
LD HL,(nn) Load HL with location (nn) 
LD (HL),r Load location (HL) with Reg. r 
LD I,A Load I with Ace. 
LF IX,nn Load IX with value nn 
LD IX,(nn) Load IX with location (nn) 
LD (IX+d),n Load location (IX+d) with value n 
LD (IX+d),r Load location (IX+d) with Reg. r 
LD IY,nn Load IY with value nn 
LD 1Y, (nn) Load IY ~ ... ith locat ion (nn) 
LO (IY+d) ,n Load location (IY+d) with value n 
LO (IY+d),r Load location ( 1Y+d) with Reg. r 
LD (nn) ,A Load location (nn) with Acc. 
LD (nn) ,dd Load location (nn) with Reg. pair dd 
LD (nn) ,HL Load location (nn) with HL 
LO (nn) ,IX Load location (nn) with IX 
LO (nn) ,IY Load location (nn) with 1Y 



















OUT (C) ,r 










Load Reg. r with location (HL) 
Load Reg. r with location (IX+d) 
Load Reg. r with location (IY+d) 
Load Reg. r with 
Load Reg. r with 
Load SP with HL 
Load SP with IX 
Load SP with IY 
value n 
Reg. r' 
Load location (DE) with location (HL), 
decrement DE, HL and Be 
Load location (DE) with location (HL), 
decrement DE, HL and Be; repeat until Be=O 
Load location (DE) with location (HL), 
increment DE, HL, decrement BC 
Load location (DE) with location (HL), 
increment DE, HL, decrement Be and repeat 
until Be=Q 
Negate Acc. (2's complement) 
No operation 
Logical 'OR' of operand sand Acc. 
Load output port (C) with location (HL) 
decrement HL and B, repeat until B=O 
Load output port (e) with location (HL), 
increment HL, decrement B, repeat until B=O 
Load output port (C) with Reg. r 
Load output port (n) with Ace. 
Load output port (C) with location (RL), 
decrement HL and B 
Load output port (C) with location (HL), 
increment HL and decrement a 
Load IX with top of stack 
Load IY with top of stack 
Load Reg. pair qq with top of stack 
Load IX onto stack 
Load IY onto stack 
































Reset Bit b of operand m 
Return from subroutine 
Return from subroutine if condition cc 1S true 
Return from interrupt 
Return from nonmaskable interrupt 
Rotate left through carry operand m 
Rotate left Acc. through carry 
Rotate location (HL) left circular 
Rotate location (IX+d) left circular 
Rotate location (IY+d) left circular 
Rotate Reg. r left circular 
Rotate left circular Acc. 
Rotate digit left and right between Acc. and 
locat ion (HL) 
Rotate right through carry operand m 
Rotate right Acc. through carry 
Rotate operand m right circular 
Rotate right circular Acc. 
Rotate digit right and left between Acc. and 
locat ion (HL) 
Restart to location p 
Subtract operand 5 from Ace. with carry 
Subtract Reg. pair 55 froD HL with carry 
Set carry flag (C~l) 
Set Bit b of location (HL) 
Set Bit b of location (IX+d) 
Set 3it b of location (IY+d) 
Set Bit b or Reg. r 
Snift operand m left arithmetic 
Shift operand m right arithmetic 
Shift operand m right logical 
Subtract operand 5 fron Acc. 
Exclusive IOR I operand 5 and Acc. 
~1 
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APPENDIX F 
COMBINATIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS OF SIX-GHANNEL 
ENERGY MONITORING/DISPLAY SYSTEM AND PMT 
GAIN CODE MONITOR WITH Z80 MICROCOMPUTER 
PROCESSING UNIT 
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Figure F I 
POWER INTEGRATORS (6-CHANNEL) 
IMHz~ 
CLOCK~ 
rf CONTROL JI------I 
POWER AID P.A. D~" 
INTEGRATOR CH0 00H DB5 AND 
SAMPLE a h 
HOLD AMPL ~ ANALOG ~ A DB 6 ~ INPUT ": 
CH" 08H DBII 
BUSY 
L B" 
CHANNEL I • 
CHANNEL 2 • 
CHANNEL 3 • 
CHANNEL 4 • 






























P.A. DIiJQJ a I 05H DB5 
P.A. DliJ6 ~ 
0DH DEUlIo--
B5 
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Figure F2 
ENERGY AVERAGING SWITCHES 
(
LASER ENERGY PER TRANSMISSION AVERAGED OVER) 
2N TRANSMISSIONS 
:11= OF TRANSMISSIONS AVERAGED 
2f/J = 
22 = 4 
2 4 = 16 
























4' ( 5V 
> AV2 
(05) 
'8 8 ( 
r-
PORT ADDRESS 0FH 
-
~ 
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Figure F3 
3-CHANNEL SELECTABLE DISPLAY 
-
SELECT PORT NUMBER: 
P. A. 02H (WR) P.A. 07H (WR) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
~ 1 1 
r-+ ~ WR 
I~l -- IORQ Illl • • • • 
3-INPUT NAND GATES 
UI2 ,U13 (74L511"a) ~ 
r, r, r~ r, r, r, 
l3 2 1 7. 91 mj I I 6 I 5 • 3 I mj r 41 2. 81 mj 
~ L IJ 
0" 0.4 
'---
1_ Ofd 01Zl . 
TIL 309 . r--
07 07 03 07 
P.A. 07H (RO) P.A. 07H (RO) P.A. 0FH (RO)-- 9(51Z1-58) 
50-52 I 53-55 I 56-58 
XI P2 XI P2 XI P2 0; • • • • 01 .02 01 02 01 02 • p,o') • • • PI. .X2 .X2 PI. ~ •• X2 
DISPLAY SELECTION 
- 8(0"-07) 
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Figure F4 
COMMUNICATIONS WITH MAIN COMPUTER 
<@--- PORT CONTROL FLAG REQUEST A ... (LOW BYTE) 
(NO CONNECTION) raG 
STROBE ~~ -DATA TRANS INT 
STB INT 
(PORT 0) 











DEC 8 (IN 8) l/ 00 OUTPUT PORT I LATCH KU36~WR : 8 U39 1rnT 1/ , DEC 15{1N 15) 07 I' (8212) CPU UNIBUS IORQ 
- 00 •.. 07 INT 
I" 
" " " 
REQUEST B <l-(HIGH BYTE) 
PA o {OUT 00) PORT ADDRESS 0EH (RO) 
-
(PA"-PA3) 
PA 3{OUT 03) 
PDP 11/34 DRII-C 8 
COMPUTER INTERFACE i MODULE 
INTERRUPT 
NEW DATA ROY A I~s (00-D7) 
I 
I-SHOT 
74123 Q NMI 
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Figure F5 
STEP GAIN SWITCH CODE MULTIPLEXERS 
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Figure F6 
CPU, MEMORY, AND .1/0 
TO LINE 
12 (PORT 12J-7,8,C,ID,14) PORT CONTROL -- 8(PORTI2J-PORT7) INVERTERS AID ~ DRIVER 
U2,U3(7404) CONY IMHz U9(75121) 
CLOCK 1 I' 8 
- ~4 
DIVIDER 
-3 PMT GAIN CODE I OF 8 PORT U8(7493) 
J L 4(PORT 8,C,10,14) 
I'NVERTERS~ PORT CONTROL CONTROL 1 U68(7404) DECODER DECODERS U67(74LSI38) U7 (74LSI38) 
AQJ ..• A2 A2 .. A4 A0 ... A3 4MHz 
, OSQJ (A,8,C) , I' ,; I' CLOCK U5(7404i 6 CHAN (C0-C5) 6(OBQJ-OB5) - 3 4 
1 ' OS5 8TOI INPUT DATA 13 SELECTORS 
-, ~O , -6(B0-85) OS6 S U32 IORQ ADDRESS A,0 
,; (74LS251) -~ -12(A0-AIl) 12 BUFFERS ." All 
A3 A10 ........ Ul0,UII(8T97) MICROPROCESSOR 
" 6 (SQJ-S5) OS7 ADDRESSES ADDRESSES AII.- U4 : -9 
-----------
113 00,0 - 2047,0 2QJ48
'
0 - 4095,0 10 
3 (S6-S8) OS7 , ~ l<I' (00H - 07FFH) (800H -1000H), ~ l<I' INT ~ , 8 TO I A0 ..• A9 A0 ..• A9 INPUT DATA 
~ SELECTORS MREQ MREQ 
----- AI0 WR TWO 33 WR 
_3 (AV0-AV2) OS7 2048x8 ~2 ~U35. EMREQ FOUR ~ (74LS251) , PROGRAMMABLE - 1024x4 IORQ TI>Ffa - AI0 
READ .~AII RANDOM cS,,2 --{ U34 E= MREQ 
<&-ONLY ACCESS - All WR WR , .--. 
-
-4 (PAQJ-PA3) MEMORIES CS 
-{U35 ~REQ MEMORIES -----. oss S K U32 J=;I'ORQ 
cs3,4 -{ U34 E: MREQ <U-~ RO I , U44,45(2708) _ m U40-43(2114) 
"f 1m - ~AlQJ OQJ .•. 07 OQJ ..• 07 , OS5 , I' AI 0 .... ; S CHAN (C0-C5) 6 (OBS-0811)- 8 8 RESET .. OSQJ 1 0<3 .•. 05 OlEN (Z80A) 
v I 
T 
IsL L: BIDIRECTIONAL" 
, ~0 L: BUS --8(OQJ-07) -8(0<3-07) 8 
DRIVER " ,; 
07 
: UI4,UI5(82IS) NMI 
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